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INTRODUCTION
Th« confusion resulting from the lack of a fixed definition
of the term "magazine” makes the tracing of the development of
the magazine more difficult than one might otherwise suppose.
Although almost all the publishers of that time agreed that the
magazine might be defined as a literary storehouse, this cer-
tainly left a great deal of room for variance. Consequently,
the magazines of the period vary from what would now be termed a
newspaper to monthly installm'=‘nts of a book.
Noah Webster was the first to make any attempt to distin-
quish the magazine from the other forms of literature.
He stated that "Magazines as their names import may justly
be considered storehouses wherein are deposited such pieces of
humor, short tracts on various subjects, etc., as from their
size could not easily be conveyed to the publick nor expect
long existence in the flying sheets.”^ As the magazines at
first started out to be miscellanies, the problem of distin-
guishing between a magazine and a newspaper was comparatively
simpl'“. However, as the magazine developed it came more and mor<
to poach on the territory which would naturally fall within the
scope of the newspaper. Finally, the two forms became so
closely alike that it was almost impossible to distinguish them.
Thence, Webster tried to differentiate between the tv/o. Magazin*
n
he said, differ from newspapers not only in form but in design;
the intention of the matter being to gratify the curiosity
^New York Magazine, December, 1787.

ii
I
at short intervals, the curiosity of the world hy relation of
events and transactions happening not only in the country where
they are published but in all other parts of the world.
Magazines, though they do not entirely reject the news are
chiefly intended for the latter purpose (i.A. literature in
general)
.
In spite of Webster’s definition, there was still quite
a bit of confusion evident among the publishers. This was
especially true when the tax was levied upon the newspapers
in 1789. At this time the magazine was free from tax. Hence,
many newspapermen changed their publication to a magazine
without affecting the nature of their contents in the least.
As a result there were many publications that are magazines in
name alone. While these cannot be excluded from a history of
the magazine for obvious reasons, I have tried to give them only
passing consideration focussing the main attention of the thesis
upon magazines that were true to their name and form.
The one great thing that all the eighteenth century magazin<
have in common is their failure. Three of them lived to the
eighth year, but the average run was about one year. There were
many of these earlier works that failed even with the first issu
Some of the causes for this failure are practically obvious.
The great men of the period were far more concerned with the
building of a nation than with writing. Consequently, much of
I ibid

lii.
th« material of this period received an applause all out of
proportion with its actual merit. ”'1iile we do have such illus-
trious men as William Cobhett, Ben.^amin Franklin, Thomas Paine,
and Noah Webster active in the magazine wo rk we have over
fifty others of whom no one has ever heard. A second reason why
these publications were forced to cease publication lies in the
fact that virtually none of the contributors were paid for their
work. This fact certainly did not allow writers to spend very
much time on their work. Perhaps, however, the most serious
handicap that faced the early periodical publishers was the
lack of adequate means for distribution of the work. During
the greater part of the period there was absolutely no provision
made for transporting magazines through the mails. Later, if
the publishers stood in well with the postmaster and perhaps
even greased his palm a bit he could use the mails. It was up
to the postmaster’s own discretion, if the mails were heavy
the magazines were not allowed in the mails. Hence, we can
readily see that in the face of all these obstacles, the magazine
did well to exist in itself.
In the main portion of the thesis, I have considered those
masrazines which I feel contributed most to the development of
the literary form, most of which I was fort\inate enough to
secure in their original form. For further reference I have
included a list which I believe contains the name and date of
every magazine printed in America from 1741-1799.

• Iv
To tracrt the history of the magazine in the eightef»nth
century in America, is to trace the history of that nation
through the colonial period, with the constant strife between
the colonists and the Indians, and then through the French and
Indian Wars, with the open breach between the English colonists
and the Prench--the breach that was not to be healed until
LaFayette should come to the rescue of the Revolutionists.
After the French and Indian Wars, we see the growing spirit of
rebellion against the obvious oppression of the mother country,
and then came the final break in the War For Independence.
After that victory, we see the new United States trying to decide
just how much power should be invested in the central government
and how much should remain in the hands of the separate states.
So, in reality, we can say that to trace the history of the
magazine in America is to see a panoramic view of the struggle
of the colonies and the birth of a new nation.
The first nagazine published in America, THR AJ'lERICAN
magazine, includes in the last issue, the French King’s Declar-
ation of War. From this time on, we are kept in almost constant
touch with the progreprs of that war. Even in the small essays and
biographical ma terial, there are constant slurs against the
French people. At a later date THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE AND
HISTORICAL CHRONICLE printed a general history especially to
refute the charges printed in French volumes. The magaine was
decided anti -Gall ican. Even the frontispiece was a flagrant attii ck

-V-
attack on Pr»^nch. Wh«n the articles against the French appejkr
less frequently, it is because the problem of American freedom i
ii
has superseded it. li
1
We find traces of British oppression upon th« colonists evej:i
j
at the beginning of magazine history in America. Indeed, the
first publication states that since it is not allowed to publish
the proceedings of Parliament, the editor will print an extract
j
'i
from an Fnglish magazine concerning the events in these seesionsj.
Besides the articles on freedom, and the usual essays and poetryj
'
i
I
on liberty, the magazines themselves quickly became either Tory !
or Whig. THF PENNY POST was a Tory news magazine. There is alsb
the great conflict between the MASSACHUSETTS SPY, a Whig news-
I paper, and the Boston CENSOR which was established for the spe-
i
I
i
cific purpose of refuting the charges against the English made Ibi
j!
the MASSACHUSETTS SPY, The whole argument grew out of the inten'se
feelings which gripped the colonists when Governor Hutchinson
was given charge of the Massachusetts Bay Colony,
With the outbreak of the Revolution, even such a magazine alls
THE PENNSYLVANIAN MAGAZINE which planned to keep politics out o^
I
its pages, found that such a course would be impossible. The
' cause of liberty was the chief interest of the people at this
time. Each magazine gave its special report on the progress of
|j
I
th*^ war. TH^ ^OYAL AMERICAN was distinctly a Whig publication. !'
II
For this magazine, Paul Revere engraved cartoons on British ji
politics. After the tax was levied on tea, there appeared in
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Ln this magazine many items giving substitutes for tea. Indeed,
ROYAL AMERICAN MAGAZINE felt so strongly about the whole
situation that they were the first printers to use domestic ink.
They wished to be entir^'ly frep of any obligations to the step-
inoth‘=*'e countTv. Finally, because the editors, publishers, and
all tb^ other m'^n available were nepd^d on th'=‘ field of battle:
;he periodicals were forced to cease publication altogether.
At the close of the revolution, the great problem of form-
ing a central government is reflected in magazine literature.
?he editors now become either Federalist or anti-F-'^derallst
.
[t was at this time that Alexander Hamilton wrote his series of
5amphlets called THE FEDERALIST, THE NEW HAVEN GAZETTE AND
jonnECTICITT magazine was the chief exponent of the federalist
3art7r«
With the country at last standing on its ovm feet, we hear
ichoes of the French Revolution across the Atlantic. Although
ye probably can not give credit to all that was said in THE
I’OLITICAL censor, we know that at least there is some justificatii!'
'or the statement that Americans felt vitally concerned in that
{'“volution. The fact that Europeans had compart’d the French
{evolution to the American War for Independence was an insult the
.
jnericans could not easily forgive, Cobbett at least gives us a
rery striking account of the effect of that war on the American
)eople.
In addition to these points of historical interest, through
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the masiazlne we ar© abl© vo s©© th^ deviolopm^nts of the various i
social inov<®ments of that period. Th© abolition of slav«ry was
constantly in th« llmelierht from the very beginning of the maga-
I
i throughout the century.
In mentioning th® reform movements of th© period, THE IN- ''
i
I DEPENDENT REFLECTOR deserves special mention. This magazine '
I
' H
was probably the most far-reaching and far-sighted agent of
j
I
i
I
social reform of the eighteenth century. The publication began
j
with propaganda to establish widow and old-age pensions. It
I
continued with attacks on the corrupt politics then prevalent,
on party divisions, on the indiscriminate practice df medicine m
i|
and countless other reforms. It even fore-shadowed the passage
j
i
of the Pure Food Lav/s!
I
Education was of grave concern to the people of this period.
ij
As early as 1741 th© agitation for female education becam© ap-
|j
parent. Noah Webster printed countless articles upon the place
of women in th® educational system. The general concensus of
I
opinion was that female education should be limited to the arts,i
'
1
leaving science and practical knowledge to the men. Another I
I
I question which arose concerning education was the problem of itsijj
control. After much debate it was decided that education shouldll
be provided for by the stat©, but the actual problem of educatioln
1 !
was to depend upon thos© who were better qualified and mor© inter-
||
“sted in th© welfare of th© p(?opli® than the politicians.
;j
As to the place of women in this early period of magazine
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history, TIF LADIKS’ AND GENTMT^N' S TOm AND COUNTRY MAGAZII'lE
was the first to realize that something might be printed which
would be of interest to the fair sex. The ladies at a later datl^
following the example set by Mary Woolstonecraf t* s A VINDICATION
OF TRF RIGHTS OF WO?^N, struck out on a magazine venture of theii’
own called TH^ LADY*S MAGAZINF, The next century was to see a
great increase and a great improvement in magazines for women.
Thus we are able to see that the magazine while it began
as a political organ, gradually became more social and more
literary. We must regard the magazine as a reflection of the
thoughts and interests of the people during whose lives it was
published. With this in view, the history of the magazine takes
on new and vitalizing interest.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MAGAZINE IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
IN AMERICA
When THE PHILADELPHIA WEEKLY MERCURY on Oct. 30, 1740, ij
printed an announcement to the effect that THE AMERICAN MGAZINEj
would he published by Andrew Bradford in March, the newspaper
world of Philadelphia became the scene of one of the most
memorable controversies in its history. The two most important
'I
1
'
publishers of that time, Benjamin Franklin and Andrew Bradford,
raged at each other in open warfare. Franklin was bitterly
disappointed because he had been planning a magazine for some H
time.
Early in the year of 1741, Franklin interviewed John Webbe
as a possible editor for the new magazine. To Webbe he ex- i'
!i
plained all his intentions and plans, offering him as a salary
25% of the receipts on the sale of the first 2,000 copies, and ,
1
50^ on all copies sold thereafter. Franklin himself was to bear
'!
all the expenses. Webbe refused the offer. However, the idea
|j
of a magazine appealed to him; so he went to Andrew Bradford,
I
long a rival of Franklin, and offered his services to edit a
j
magazine under better terms than those proposed by Franklin.
|
A newspaper war was onl Franklin on the one hand, accused
j
2Bradford and Webbe of stealing his idea to publish a magazine, ii
1
I'
Bradford and Webbe brought e countercharge against Franklin for .
i;
not allowing the newspapers of Bradford to be carried through i.
ii
the mails when he was postmaster of Philadelphia.
i 1- The History of Printing in Am'=‘rica- Tliomas, vol.II, p.l23
;
2- Th^ American Mercury, Nov. 6,1741
|
I
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All this resulted in a race to see which publication could
claim the honor of being the first magazine published in America
Both apparently concentrated on the ’’scissors and the paste-pot”
Bradford finally succeeded in placing his publication on the
market just three days before his opponent. The great dis-
crepancy in dates is due to the fact that Bradford’s magazine
,
did not appear until long after the date that it was promised,
|
while Franklin, in his eagerness to outdo his rival published |
I
I
his periodical three months before it was due.
j
Bradford called his publication THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE or
!
a Monthly View of the Political State of the British Colonies.
|
I
In the first issue, he said ”I apprehend this scheme to be new
I and extraordinary”, but that ’’The encouragement that Composl-
' tions of this nature have met with in Great Britain from People
of all Ranks, and of all different sentiments in Religion,
|
! Politicks, etc. has induced us to begin the publication, not-
withstanding we have not as yet such a number of Subscribers
I
I
as are sufficient to support it, not doubting but that if the
I
Design be well executed, further encouragement will arise here-
after." ^ The price of the publication was listed at one
shilling or eightpence sterling per single copy. It was
Bradford's idea to collect the most instructive and the most
amusing excerpts from the current periodicals in Great Britain
and America, and to publish them in magazine form, binding them
^ The American Magazine, January 1741, page 1.
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all together at the end of twelve months. In this way he hoped
to preserve many of the worthwhile articles of the current news-
sheets which would otherwise, in all probability, be lost. He
was very particular to state that his magazine would be non-
partisan and non-sectarian. In politics he intended to state
both sides of the case fairly, leaving the reader to decide for
himself which side it was best to follow. His aim he stated was
’^serious and pleasant; instructive and diverting. To edify and
please.’*^ He planned to Include articles on history, politics,
poetry and philosophy.
The magazine did contain much Important historical material
However, this seems to be its only interest. The history itself
consists mainly of reports from the various state assemblies.
The chief article of Interest to me was the French Declaration
p I
of War in the third issue. The first number of the magazine
|
contained as an opening article ”A Dissertation on the State
of Religion in the United States and Great Britain.” Following
that, came a report on the Annual Convention of Churches in
Boston on May 25, 1743, Such names as George Whitefield, Cotton
Mather, and Jonathan Law appear. The next article would be of
interest even to us today. It was a list of the subjects which
would be discussed in public assembly by the candidates for the
,
Degree of Master of Arts at Harvard College. One of the ;
^ The American Magazine, January 1741, page 1.
2
The American Magazine, March 1741, page 23.
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familiar names was that of Samuel Adams. He was to defend the i‘l
II
affirmative of the question ’M«/hether it be lawful to resist the
Supream Magistrate if the common-wealth cannot otherwise be
preserved.” An account of a visit to ’’Madras; in the East
•
j
Indies” was the next offering. This is very matter-of-fact and
,
!l
very dry. Webbe or Bradford apparently forgot his aim of non-
sectarianism in the article on the ’’Translation of the Pope’s
Bulls”. The growing antipathy between the colonists and the
French is shown in a letter from a ’’Jew Traveller in Paris to
his friend in Venice.” ^ The man writes of the loose morals
and intrigues of the French people. To show the influence of
Addison and Steele, there is an excerpt from Mr. Spectator ”on
a cure for the Hyp” . The second section of the magazine is de-
voted to poetry. There is no light verse--some pretends to be
j
i
such but succeeds only in being very dull and pedantic.
[
!
”Foreign Affairs”, as the title might lead one to suspect, was i
I!
an account of the current events in Europe. I
i!
In the second issue of the periodical, Webbe added a sec-
t|
tion for the "Late Discoveries and Improvements in the Arts and il
Sciences.” Even this did not succeed in giving life to the flat,
hum-drum magazine. To show the situation existing between the
|
colonies and the mother country even at this early date, we have
the following excerpt: ”We shall give our readers in our next,
,1
I
'
l:
a list of the members of the British Parliament. As it is now
.
1 The American Magazine, February 1741, page 21.
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rendeped unsafe to entertain the Publick with any account of
Their Proceedings or Debates, we shall give them in their stead,
in some of our subsequent Magazines, Extracts from the Journal '
I
of a Learned and Political Club of Young Noblemen and Gentlemen
I
established some time ago in London. V/hich will in every respecj
answer the same intention.” ^
j
t
I
The magazine itself lacks variety. It is satiated with
|
reports from assemblies. There is nothing in it to appeal to
j
the less learned--or even to the ordinary citizen. It contains '|
J
no light verse nor informal essays which might counteract the i
flatness of the assembly reports. For this reason the publics- '
tion failed to gain the support of the people. Thus, we have
|
the first magazine published in America a complete and utter
j
failure just three months after it started off with such high
;|
'Ihopes and enthusiasm.
ij
THE GENERAL MAGAZINE and Historical Chronicle for all the
li
British Plantations in America, was published by Benjamin
Franklin. He was also the editor and sole proprietor of the
|j
work. It was quite frankly modelled on the English magazines of
the same period. The cover was designed with a large wood-cut o^
|:
the coronet of the Prince of Wales. The price for a single issu0
was ninepence--more expensive than its rival. The first number .
i!
contains an advertisement to the effect that the magazine will
!|
be published monthly with the same amount of paper and pages! m
II
1 i‘
The American Magazine, March 1741, page 73 ij
i
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Pranklin was very careful about every last detail for his work. ,
i|
He says again that "No care shall be wanting, or expenses spared,
I
to procure the best Materials for the Work and to make it as
I
entertaining and useful as possible. The character will be 1
generally small, for the sake of comprising much in little room,,,
but it shall be good and fairly printed." ^ The print certainly'
!
was small—especially in the Historical Chronicle! Frankly, I
j
do not think that the contents are worth the eye -strain.
The first issue opened with a "Brief History and Chrono-
„
ii
logical Notes on Several Princes, States, Governments, etc. i|
I suspect that about all of these articles are excerpts from jl
I-
l|
other publications. There is no way of proving this, however, '
as it was not the custom for the editors to acknowledge the
|j
source of their material. The principal articles of interest
|
I
in this number are those related to the currency question of ’
I
the colonies. On this problem, he prints the "Proceedings of
the Parliament of Great Britain on the Affair of Paper Money in
the American Colonies". As a supplement to this, he includes
the Instructions sent to the "Governor of the Plantations" as
|
a result of that session of Parliament. As a possible solution
j
I
to the problem, Franklin presents "New England’s scheme for
j
emitting Notes to pass in lieu of money". This was a very vital
question to the people of that time. Information concerning it
would certainly have a wide appeal in the colonies. Hence,
1
The General Magazine, January 1741, page 1
.5i^oiy alff 'iojL icpi c^f/o^^s X'vIf^'TRo Y.*i-^v aiiw rxXljfrijeT:^
9'Tms e^ea-'iqxQ to 'y/J Xljerfs aTAo oH*’ osr',t ftlesa eyaa aH
64 •I'i od’ &xij8 jfToW arfJ Tol aJaXTaxti>M aTifooTCf cj;t
or? /Xlw \ « alKte^oq sb Ir?laaj7 Jbns gfiXi'iiBd'T'^.Tria
(rrroT aid-JlX ciX dosf.T jutie/Tqrfroo ^o erfd 'ic'i ^{fams •v:IXBT‘n--gi*
lalsdiso dfrlTq aifT ^.fJocrniTq yX'iiR't X)nB i)Oo^ acf Xlarfc qi 'jtXKf
X ,TD(nBT'? UloinoTffO leolTcdsiH ‘K* nX yi XBXoaqe.^-~f Xacra ebw
- rfle'xqa-“*t9 arid ridTow aTB adn^d/foo arid darfd dorr ob
-oacTriO rinB y^odsXH ‘taliH”
-B ridlw barrage oxreE.t dsTdl ariT
”. Ovta ,3dnorf;n*r®voC ^a&di?d3 ,aaorrlT't IriTavaS no aadoPC iBoir^oI
raoTl RdciTooxe a-ijs saXoidis Tgarfd 'io TXe dnocfB derid Joagans r
.Tavawori .eXrid ^u’rX'^o-iq lo y/jw on aX . prioXdPoXXo'rrg Taridc
arfd o^baXwcBrifojB od sTodXba '^rfd to^ lired^no arid den aev,’ di aa
deeTadnl lo oaXoXdT® leqionliq ariT . iBX'iadjSjir Tdarid to aOTnee
to ncidaoiic •v'OnaT^tnri arid od bedelaT aaorid aTB Torirnna eirid rrli
to arid ednlnq ari .maXrioTq p.Xrid rtC .aaiooXoo arid
nl vsnoJX TaqaE to TXalt/, arid no nXediaH dBeiO to ^rid;
aabrj'o/il &ri ,alrid od drrffri^Xqqt/a e a A .''saXnoXoO rtfloiTsi?^^ arid;
2 0 ‘'anoXdodnuXt aid to roriqavc : arid od detoe snoldonTJerr X arid
Koid.^'fos dXriies^oq o . inecrBi iTfsl to rrole&0;i d^rid to dlnaaT b
Tot emarioa e naJfd’ ediYEPoiq xrXXlnaTy tmnJcfoTq arid od
Bdlv y^.Mr s ebw sXril’ *’*79x10111 to i/aiX nl ea4»q od eado-^ tnlddinro
di ^XnTer.rioo rioidBinTotxiI .arrid d^rid to aXqcaq arid od xroidsarxD
.oonaH .saXnoXco arid nl iBoqqfi obXw e avxsri yXnl’^drr'^o bXf/ow
. X as|Bq ^X^yX yTBwrtaL tan[lsB:5^j!?i X8Taxi‘=iC erPT £
IFranklin had laid a good corner-stone* He tried to keep the
magazine universal in tone with articles of interest to each one
of the sections of the colonies* The first issue contained
treatments on Pennsylvanian laws, ”A Proclamation issued in New
York relating to Commerce”, and a report from the New England
[Assembly* Then as an article of interest to the colonies as a
I
j
whole, there followed an item on ’’The Action of Parliament for
j
I
I
.Naturalizing Foreigners in the British Colonies.” Besides all
I
ithis political and historical material, the publication gave
[places to ’’Essays from American Newspapers”, ’’Accounts and
Extracts from new books, pamphlets, etc* published in the
Plantations”, and ’’Pieces of Poetry". The Historical Chronicle
was five pages long, and contained information concerning export!
rates of exchange betv/een the Colonies and London, and the Price
|
Currents in Philadelphia*
,
In the second issue Franklin loses the interest aroused in
Its predecessor* He discussed the various Indian Treaties, but
without the zest which he gave to the currency question.
[Ishowlng the growing spirit of nationalism, there is an article
I
I attributing the discovery of America to the Britons. This is
supposedly substantiated by the fact that there were many words
|
I
ised by the Mexican Indians that might have originated in the
English language. The Poetical Essays, as the poetry of this
period was called, are devoted to orphan hymns, with such titles
as ’’Before Going to Work", "For Their Benefactors”, and others
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equally as sentimental.
Althou^^h the magazine was not as original as Bradford’s
AW^^RICAN MAGAZINE, it had a wider appeal through its informal
essays, poetical epistles, records, extracts, and the like.
Richardson estimates that less than 10^ was original material.^
The periodical ceased publication with the sixth number.
So far the magazine as a form was unsuccessful. This is
due to the fact that it was not justifying its own existence.
There was nothing in these two publications which would make
i them any more valuable than the weekly papers.
I,
The BOSTON mmLY MAGAZINE established in March, 1743, was
scarcely any improvement upon its predecessors. This was an
eight-page pamphlet of periodical essays selected from English
I
magazine 8
.
I
It also contained some verse and less news than was customs
Thomas believes that Jeremiah Gridley was probably the editor.^
1
'The aim of the magazine was to gather a collection of worthwhile
literature from the existing periodicals. It stated "It has been
i
wished by Gentlemen of Ingenuity and Learning that a weekly papelj?
were published among us, something different in its Nature and
Manner from those which already entertain us".' It said further
that it was not the intention of the publishers to print any
private scandal or anything else inconsistent with religion and
virtue.
.
.
A History of -Earlier American Mag.- pag'^ \?.n
2 A History of Printing in America, vol.TI, p.230
3 A Hi stony of \merican Magazines- Mott*- page 26
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The first issue included a Poem to a Political Lady,
extracts from THE LONDON MAGAZINE,^ an Ode by Addison, and two
short articles of intelligence from Boston newspapers. Mott
thinks that the magazine was an exordium to the AMERICAN MAGAZI1)|^
AND HISTORICAL CHRONICLE;^ while Richardson says that it was
written to forestall this publication. Frankly, I do not see
j! that there are any grounds to lead one to believe either writer.'
! Neither of these authors favor us with their reasons for sus-
I
pec ting any connection between the two magazines. The fact that
ijthe AMERICAN MAGAZINE AND HISTORICAL CHRONICLE was not published
ll
until 1757, fourteen years after the BOSTON WEEKLY had sunk intc
I
!
I
I
oblivion, seems to me enough to dispute any connection between
! the two publications.
The third attempt at a magazine was unsuccessful, for the
i
BOSTON WEEKLY MAGAZINE ceased publication Just three weeks aftei
it was begun. It was by far the best attempt at the form so fai',
but it failed to gain the necessary financial support.
The first magazine of any success in America was THE
CHRISTIAN HISTORY published in Boston in 1743 for Thomas Prince
j
Jr. A.B. This publication contained ’’accounts of the Revival
and Propagation of Religion in Great Britain and America”
.
The publisher and editor was the son of the famous Boston
divine, Thomas Prince. It is thought by many people that the
1 Th® Boston W^'^kly, March 16, 1743
2 History of Am'^rican Magazine's, Mott, page* 22.
3. A History of Early American Magazines- Richardson, p,12\
I

10
t
I'
[father was the real editor of the work. At any rate it was [I
ii
'
entirely religious in nature. Its purpose was to support the
n
'
'!
revivalist s--George Whitefield, Jonathan Edwards, Coleman, and ij
'others. Prince stated that the magazine ’’therefore will be
j|
I
[wholly confined to matters of religion, and no advertisements |i
I.!
J inserted but of Books and Pamphlets and Other Things of Religious
j! ,
i
1
1
Importance It was published weekly, on good paper and in
j
I'
I
[clear characters --bound and indexed at the end of the year.
j
I
This magazine was the instrument of the Great Awakening--con-
i
taining sermons by eminent divines, and an attempted chrono-
j
.
!
I
I
'
logical history of religion in America. Its contents were ^
'
^
!
fourfold:
|j
1. Authentic accounts from the ministers and divines of the'
Revival of Religion in New England.
j
2. Extracts from the Best Pieces in the weekly history of ^
I
Religion in England and Scotland. I
!
3. Religious letters
j
I
4. Passages, histories, and doctrines from old writers of
j
the Church of England and Scotland from the time of the
'
*
:
!'
Reformation. On the back page there was usually featured !
an advertisement of a religious book printed by Kneeland
j
2
and Greene.
The magazine enjoyed a flourishing existence for two years.!
l|At the end of that time it had been such a source for heated
!
^ The Christian History, March 5, 1743, page 1. ij
2
The Christian History, March 5, 1743, page 3. ii
I i
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religious discussion that the editor considered it unwise to
continue his work. Richardson says ’*It was time for the non-
challenging magazine to withdraw leaving the field to more
blustering knights.*’ ^
After THE CHRISTIAN HISTORY there was a lull in magazine
j
|i
history. The next publication did not appear until 1753 when •'
William Livingston published THE INDEPENDENT REFLECTOR. This
l|
paper consisted of a series of weekly essays in sundry subjects
w
It has the distinction of being the first interesting and really
vital magazine of this period. The editor starts out rather
;|
tamely on January 18 by discoursing at length on the problem
' of howling dogs disturbing the peace of sophisticated New
I
I
'
I
Yorkers. In the next issue he waxes more political with a I
' discussion of ’’Public Virtue to be distinguished by Public
honors: The Selling of Offices, which require Skill and
2
Confidence, a dismal omen of the Declension of the State.” i
li
The editor felt that there should be some greater reward for
offices. ’’The Ambition natural to the Mind of Man wants, at
\
I
I
least, the prospect of Fame and Honour to keep him in the
j
3 iPursuits of Glory.” How happy the nation among whom Public
Venality and the Sale of Offices is p rohibited by Lawl” This ,
I
suggestion was not enough; later he says--” I have indeed heard
it insinuated, that there have been, even among us, such lllegalj.
I
Practices. * -jv -h- Can it be presumed that Persons, sworn to 1
^
A Hist, of Early Amer. Magazines- Richardson- page 127 i
The Independent Reflector, January 25, 1753, page 34
The Independent Reflector, January 25, 1753, page 36
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the laws should openly counteract and violate them ?” ^
vrom this time on TTT^ INDEPENDENT REFLECTOR was vigorously
attacked. Livingston expected it, for he said that in pro-
portion to his services to his country, he was confident of op-
position. For this reason, the noise and uproar about THE IN-
DEPENDENT reflector are to him no matter of astonishment. His oi^ly
plea was that they should at least attack him with some semblanc
to decent manners. This, however, they did not do, for later--
”he hath been branded with the opprobrious language of Rascal,
Scoundrel, Atheist, Deist, Mocker of Things Sacred, and Vile
R®flector. The clergy apparently formed a body to try to
arrange for his destruction. He defends himself by saying that
did not intend to offend priests— unless Popish priests. He thf
pr>oceeds to Quote Pope that his purpose was "To instill into the
minds of his fellow-subjects the amiable sentiments of Liberty".
Re further announces his intention "to proceed without trepidati(j:|n
and in Defiance of all Tyrants, civil or eccle siastic ."^ An
Indepednent soul, you must admit I
For a few issues he does steep clear of actual politics. Hf
starts propaganda to establish laws for the regulation of the
practice of medicine. Surely this was a far-sighted movement.
He furthermore pledges his assistance to protect his own
country against "the dismal Havock made Quacks and
^ The Indep(»ndent Reflector, February 8, 1753, page 43.
2 ibid- page 2
3-ibid- page 3
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Prfttf^nders ^ This attempt at social refonn was also squelched
by the powers that be. He comes back to politics with a dis-
^
2
cussion of the value of party divisions. He calls them i
’’calamitous’*. He further states that when one joins a part;/, !
j
he abandons all reason and joins in a game of follow the leader.
jj
The leaders themselves were corrupt and degenerate --working only;
for their own gain. His next question concerned the trans-
|
portatlon of felons from England to the colonies. Why should
|
America become a criminal dumping ground? --was his contention. ;
ii
Publicus—another writer for THE INDEPENDENT REFLECTOR said
\
I
the chief criminals in America were those who were sent from I
j|
their own country to avoid the jail sentence.'^
ii
i{
Prom March 22 to April 26, THE INDEPENDENT REFLECTOR dis- l|
II
cusses the Plans for the proposed College in Philadelphia. His
next item of social reform came in the discussion of the ad-
j
i
l|
visability and the real necessity for passing laws to regulate
||
I
I 4
I
the sale of beef and pork, and also for the inspection of butter;.
In the last issue of the publication, he deplores the great i|
number of ever-growing religious sects and the increasing con- i|
!|
fusion resulting therefrom. ’’Primitive Christianity” was ” short
and intelligible”: modern Christianity is ’’voluminous and in-
|
j
comprehensible”,^ This paper was the finishing touch to a
^ The Independent Reflector, February 15, 1753
^ The Independent Reflector, February 22, 1753
^ The Independent Reflector, March 15, 1753 jl
4 The Independent Reflector, May 10, 1753 jl
C
° The Independent Reflector, June 28, 1753
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glowing car««r* It would not mak« much of an impr^snion in 1936
,
but in 1753 wh«n th*^ Gri^at Awakening was still a recognizable
movement, it certainly was of far greater concern.
From the articles already cited, it is easily seen that
THF independent reflector was a through-going reformative
periodical. Its greatest difficulty lay in the fact that it was
aimed at too many people in positions of power. While Livingsto i
assumed the responsibility for the publication, he was aided in
the work by Aaron Burr, John Scott, and William Alexander. The
magazine <=«nded with the July 5th. issue of 1753. Thomas suspect 5
that the printers were bribed.^ At any rate, we can be fairly
certain in the assumption that the magazine did not cease of its
own accord.
Livingston continued his attacks under cover of THE
OCCASIONAL reverberator published in New York beginning with
September 7, 1753. Smith assumed the responsibility for the
magazine, but Livingston was the Occasional Reverberator, The
paper was about sixteen pages long. It was to be published
we<»kly, but it ceased with the fourth issue. This publication
also was probably silenced by the invisible powers. Its chief
work was in defense of Caine,
In 1755 James Parker and william Weyman combined as editor
and publisbe r for THE INSTRUCTOR, This paper was published in
New york from March 6th, to May 8th, It was in the nature of
a miscellany composed of articles gathered from various and
^The History of Printing in America, Thomas, page 317
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sundry sources. The entire collection was to form a book, as
is generally the aim v/hen a magazine assumes this particular
form. The publication contain'**d no religious controversy. Its
chief aim and purpose was to fight the territorial claims of
Prance and Spain in America through its editorials and articles.
It lacked variety and general appesl; so it died a natural death
after probably ten numbers! The exact date that it ceased pub-
lication is unknown. The tenth nuraber is the last existent.
In July 5 of the same year, the same publishers collabo-
rated to produce JOHN ENGLISHMAN. This paper had two distinct
aims. The first was to try to prove the Dutch Church a sister
to the Anglican Church, thus promoting a greater sympathy a nd
understanding between the two churches. Its second aim was the
defense of the English constitution. It was not the intention
of the editors to publish the magazine at regular intervals.
It was planned that *’The Public may expect a Paper of this
Length as often as shall be thought needful.*'^ There was
apparently much curiosity as to the editor of the work. The
2
New York Mercury says ”A conclave of Eight Reverend Clergymen”
were the editors. JOHN ENGLISHMAN says this is not the fact.
It is the general concensus of opinion that the publishers were
also the editors.
After a brief space of three years, in October 1757, a nev/
^A History of American Magazines, Mott, page 28
2
The New York American Mercury, April 14, 1755
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magazine was put on the market. It was THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE
AND MONTHLY CHRONICLE which was allegedly published by a
Society of Gentlemen in Philadelphia. William Smith was the
chief contributor. Other members of the society were said to
consist of the Rev. Kinnersly, Franklin Alison, all of the
College of Philadelphia.
This magazine is conceded to be the most vital and original,
litery magazine published in America before the War of the
Revolution. The expressed aim of the publication was—”To give
persons at a distance a just idea of the public state of these
American colonies, or to give one colony an idea of the public
state of another.”^ The magazine was proposed to the publisher
by some book agents in London. They promised support for the
work in Great Britain and Ireland. The society was very particii
that the work should be truly representative of the colonies.
To thtsend, they tried to gain contributors from each one of
j
I
the colonies. They aimed to give equal importance to the news
|
of each section. The magazine was essentialially the v/ork of
,
the colonies. and for the colonies. The only other limitation
was the ”ln treating of public matters we shall be very careful
to lay nothing before the world which might weaken us as a
nation, or be of advantage for the enemies of our country to
o
know.” This was the first time that a magazine had tried to
become the voice of the colonies speaking to their own members .
1 The Am^^ican Magazine, Oct. 1757
2 ibid.
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and to those interested in their welfare in the mother country.
The design of the work was to comprise five sections:
1-2 To deal with European affairs, particularly those of
Great Britain.
3 Philosophical Miscellany containing the newest dis-
coveries in philosophy, natural history, agriculture,
mathematics, and mechanic arts either here or abroad. The
Reverend Kinnersly was more or less in charge of this
department.
4-5 Monthly Essays in prose or in verse for the promotion
of peace and good government, industry, public spirit, love
of liberty and the excellent constitution and Christianity.
6 A History of the War in North America beginning with th<i
year 1749, This was a general history of the colonies from
the first settlement and its purpose was to refute the
charges that had been published in French volumes.
7 A Monthly Chronicle containing news from, each colony.^
The magazine supports the cause of England against the
French. It shows the general run of feeling in the colonies
during the French and Indian Wars. At the head of each issue I
I
there is a picture of an Indian leaning on a gun. A Briton
is pictured standing next to him reading the Bible, and carry-
ing under his arm a roll of cloth as a symbol of civilization.
To the right of them is a Frenchman dressed in very elegent andj
i
Th^ Am'^'rican Magazine- Oct. 1757
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foppish clothes. He is offering the Indian a tomahawk and a
purse of gold. The picture is supposed to symbolize the con-
trast in the treatment of the Indians by the English and by
the French.
THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE AND MONTHLY CHRONICLE was distin-
guished by such contributors as Hopkinson, Godfrey, Beveridge,
Shipper, Sterling and Davies. Although it does contain a great
deal of stolen material, it includes more original material of
worth than any other magazine up to this time. The Planter, The
Prattler, and The Hermit are all essayists worthy of mention.
The magazine, because of its political sentiments and
t
especially because of its attack on Franklin and the Friends,
was thought very radical in nature, smith was jailed twice
for "aiding and promoting the publishing of libel." ^ However,
in spite of all these difficulties, the publication continued
I
i
I
ifor thirteen months and has the remarkable distinction of being I
i
!
the only magazine up to this time that ceased as a result of
j
lany other thing than financial insecurity and lack of sufficient!
I
support. The reason given for its discontinuance was that the
gGentlemen of the Society wished to turn their thoughts elsewhere.
In August of the year 1758 THE NEV/ ENGLAND MAGAZINE OF
KNOWLEDGE AND PLEASURE was printed in Boston for Benjamin Mecom.
The first Issue stated that it was to contain:
i
t
1 A History of American Mag. Mott, p,-'54
^Thf' Am-^rican Magazine, June 1758
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”01d-fashioned writings and select essays
Oueer notions. Useful Hints, extracts from plays.
Relations wonderful, and Psalm and Song,
Good sense, wit. Humor, Morals, all ding-dong;
Po^ms and Speeches, Politics and Hews,
What some would like, and other some refuse;
Births, Deaths, and Dreams and Apparitions too;
With something suited to each different Gou
To humour them, and Her, and M^, and You." ^
As an advertising scheme, the publishers offered or» copy gratis
with every six magazines bought.
The cover design displays a hand holding a bouquet. It
contains the motto "Prodesse et Delectare . E. Pluribus Unum."
The paper was edited by Urbanus Filter. Urbanus apparently
was laboring under the illusion that he was the favored son
of the Muses, for he continues in verse:
"Kind reader. Pray what would you have me do
If, out of twenty, I should please but two^
One likes the Turkey’s Wing, and one the Leg.
2
The Vulgar boil (the learned roast) an Egg."
The design of the magazine was "to increase, collect, and
amplify old and new, entertaining and useful remarks; to con-
firm, improve and illustrate established doctrines; to communi-
cate uncommon Truths and Intelligence, consisting of such Parts
1 Th® l^cw -England Magazine, August 1758, cover
2 ibid.
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as may gratify the curiosity and improve the Minds of Persons
of all Conditions and of each Sex.”^ Or in words of a more
simple nature, it was the editor’s intention to print anything
written on any subject which might catch the attention and
i ultimately the subscriptions of the general public.
The content of the periodical was composed of small
fugitive pieces from current publications. It contained no
general headings except Queer Notions and Poetry. The first
issue in August 1758 contained articles on ” A Man of Good
Breeding compared to the real Philosopher,” and ’’Letters from
I
Father Abraham to his beloved Son” for eight very long pages,
j
A selection from THE SPECTATOR PAPERS revealed at least a bit
j
of selective common sense. The work has the distinction of
I
I
being the first magazine to open its doors to the drama, by
printing an extract from ’’The Toyshop” . The Queer Notions
ji
are probably somebody’s idea of a joke. However, times have
changed. Thenagazine itself seems didactic and sensational
j
all in one. Apparently the editors wished to appeal to both
(
natures in their subscribers. It turns from a selection on
morning and evening devotions to ” Accounts of People Burning
to Death.” It gave neither knowledge nor pleasure. Hence, it
died a dishonorable but lingering death, --staggering through i
j
I
six or seven irregular number.
|
I
In 1764 a new kind of magazine was attempted--THE CHILDREN’
I
MAGAZINE, edited and published by Hudson and Goodwin in Hartford
^ The New England Magazine, August 1758, page 1
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Connecticut. This magazine was intended to cater exclusively
to the children. HowreV(“r, the children to whom it v/ould appeal
probably wore a wig and carried a cane, for it was far beyond
the mind of a child. The editors sought to gain the support
of the teachers, ministers, and parents. They doubtless hoped
that in this way it would be forced upon the children. However,
for once (that is to say, in those days) the children had their
own way, and the magazine ceased to exist after the third number
One can well imagine the nature of the magazine from an
extract from the first issue- ’’The work is designed to furnish
Children from seven to twelve years of age, with a variety
of lessons on various sub.^ects, written in a plain, neat, familii$ir
style. ^ It was planned to bridge the gap between the spelling
book and the best writers. It comprised forty-eight pages of
lessons and more lessons --through its morel tales, sentimental
stories. Letters and Poetry. It was espec ially recommended
as a wise gift to a girl or boy away at boarding school. The
publication is significant only in the fact that it was the
first of its kind in America.
In June of the same year THE NORTH CAROLINA MAGAZINE OF
UNIVERSAL INTELLIGENCE was published at New Bern, North Carolina
by James Davis, printer and newspaperman. It is particularly
significant that Davis up to this time had always been connected
with the newspapers, for th^® only claim that the NORTH CAROLINA
1 a History of Am'^rican Magazines- Mott, page 43
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MA^tAZINE can make upon the name of "Mafrazine” lies in the title
itself. In reality it was nothing but a short news journal.
The first section was devoted to selected essays, items on
legislation, and other articles common in the newspapers of
that period. The rest of the magazine was composed of current
advertisements. The thirty-third number is the last that has
been preserved. There seems to be no accurate information as
to how long the magazine did last. This was the first attempt
of the South to experiment with the new literary form.
In considering the development of the magazine, one can
scarcely neglect to mention the PENNY POST. However, we will
I
pass over it with scant attention, because the work was really
1 nothing short of a newspaper. It consisted of four pages.
I
i
I
II
I
published tri-weekly in Philadelphia for a few weeks under the :
i
editorship of Benjamin Mecom. The reader is already acquainted
I
with the publisher through the consideration of the NEW ENGLAND '
MAGAZINE. Perhaps the easiest way to refresh your mind is to
j
merely mention the word "rhyme”. However, this was the second
|
failure on the part of Mecom. From the sensational, sentimentalj
i
I i
tales of the former he turned to the barren news sheets called '!
THE PENNY POST. It was in reality nothing short of a political
|
newspaper defending the British point of view for purposes of
|
propaganda against the Whigs. It contained the usual articles, I
j
poems, and essays. Ii
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W. and T. Bradford, co -editors of THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE
or GENERAL REPOSITORY of May 1769, tried to bring the magazine
back to its natural function as a literary form. They tried to
distinguish it from the newspaper. The function of the nev/s-
paper, they stated, was to record the current happenings of
interest in America and abroad. The magazine, on the other
hand, while it may print articles of news, should be chiefly
litei»ary in nature. The B radfords secured as their editor
Lewis Nichols a very eminent man of science. As a member of
the American Philosophical Society, he devoted a section of
to the transactions of that organization. Although the magazine
was never the official organ of the society, it was regarded
||
with approval by its members. In this way it became the out-
i
standing magazine of the period, particularly notable for its
scientific content.
jj
The editor planned to edit thirteen numbers of the mag- !'
I
azine each year. At the end of the thirteenth copy, they were
,
to be bound with an added supplement. The cost of this magazine
was a shilling for each number. However, owing to financial '
conditions, Nichols was forced to abandon his plan after nine
I
numb»=^rs. I
The magazine itself was chiefly literary in nature-~the
domestic and foreign intelligence being at a minimum. There
j
was scant attention paid to religion, an unusual fact for
|
a magazine of this period. To counteract the scientific nature-
^ Th<=* Am'=irican Magazine, 17 59, page 1
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of the publication, Nichols added a phase of cheap journalism.
”Advice to the Love-lorn" and the Dorothy Dix element crept
into the scif^ntiflc journal. You can well Imagine that it
would be exceedingly difficult to sandwich Cordelia* s love
problems between articles on medicine or science with any
grace. Most of the material, other than that concerned with
science or matrimonial affairs, consisted of selections from
English authors, such as. Swift, Pope, and Shakespeare. In
poetry, light verse was predominant. Again, this was probably
an attempt to appeal to a wider range of people. This magazine
is chiefly to be remembered as a notable work of science and
for its connection with the American Philosophical Society.
THE CENSOR published in Boston on May 2, 1772 was the next
attempt on the part of magazine writers. This was a very vital
work. It was incited by an article of Mucius Scaevola publishe
in the MASSACHUSETTS SPY.^ The excerpt was to protest against
the tyranny of one "whom his master calls our Governor". It
/
stated that the peoples’ patience was nearly exhausted", and
went on to question why the "money thus forced from us, is
to hire a man to tyrannize over us". This was the rebellious
spirit when the King appointed Governor Hutchinson to the
position of Governor of Massachusetts Bay. The periodical was
said to have been edited by Lieutenant-Governor Oliver who call^
himself A. Freeman.
1 Massachusetts Spy, newspaper published by Thomas
^ The Censor, November 23, 1771, page 1 and 2
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The purpose of the paper was ’’To weigh every sentiment
when ushered to publick view with temper and decency; to com-
pare discordant opinions, and give birth to truths which the
temper of the times may have hitherto confined to the honest
but timid bosom of the patriot; to blunt the arrows of envy,
malice, and revenge, and to detect designs of the conspirator
against his country’s peace. These are the designs of this
political paper.” ^ The magazine continues from Saturday,
November 23 to January 25 of the next year. A Freeman attacks
in turn ”Mucius Scaevola, Candidus, Leonidas, and the other
state mountebanks.” When Freeman ran out of material for his
attacks, he failed to realize that the purpose planned for the
work, was gone. H© continued to write articles such as, a
i
receipt for a Good Patriot of the Colonies, and more and more
extracts from English papers to fill in space. It grew more
I
and more like an unseasoned newe-sheet until it ceased publica
tion on May 2, 1772.
/Vlmost two years later, in January 1’774, Isaiah Thomas
published THE ROYAL AMERICAN MAGAZINE or THE UNIVERSAL
REPOSITORY OP INSTRUCTION AND AMUSEMENT. Thomas was probably
the most significant of all the colonial printers. Besides
printing innuir erable newspapers, magazines, and books, he
himself wrote two books which are invaluable to the student of
1
The Censor, November 23, 1771, page 5
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«=;arly periodical literature in the United States. For the new
magazine, Thomas succeeded in securing the services of Joseph
Ureenleaf as editor. Greenleaf was alread^r quite prominent in
the field and had been accused of a connection with the MASS ACHU$FTTB
CENSOR. This seems to have been highly improbably, however,
for the CENSOR was distinctly a Tory publication^ while the
ROYAL AMERICAN was an out-and-out sympathizer with the Whigs.
In addition to these facts, Thomas was not the man to hire an
editor of «ven dubious political connections.
It was the primary intention of Thomas to make this magazine
i|
a worthwile miscellany. For this reason, it is said, he sub- i!
[i
scribed to all the magazines in Great Britain and America.
However, the magazine rapidly became the mouth-piece of the
Whigs. It was used as an agent to spread propaganda for the
Revolution. It was the first magazine to use illustrations at
all liberally. Many of these were engravings by the famous
Paul Revere, worthy of preservation for themselves. There are
1
interesting cartoons of the British Oppression of the Colonists,!'
and on the Quebec Bill, and other points of political interest.
|j
The editor announced with great pride that the reader would !
have to put up with the print ashe was using domestic ink.
Thi s was the first time that printers' ink was made in America.
|
I hope that the reader will forgive it if I tell him that the
|
I
ink was very poor. In fact, now it is scarcely legible.
The contents of the work were varied, although chiefly
1
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sclectic. Thoughts on female education receive prominent
I
iittention. In F^bruar^/ the "Directory of Love" appears. This
Is most interesting. Nancy Dilemma and Arabella seek advice
in their various and varied love tangles. In the same issue
urith a cartoon of the Boston Tea Party, June 1774, there is an
article on substitutes for tea. A distinctly new contribution
appears in the form of a Hunting gong with both the lyric and
' 1
bhe music.
In July, Greenleaf bou^t the magazine from Thomas. He
describes the purpose of the magazine in this manner- -the sons
j
of Harvard are distributed everywhere, why not the American
IJIagazine? He intends to use articles on morals, religion,
science, and about everything else that he can lay his hands
on. The magazine was chiefly governmental. It may be considerec
s good publication for the period.
THE PENNSYLVANIA MAGAZINE or AMERICAN MONTHLY MUSETM was
I
published in Philadelphia in 1775, Aitken, the publisher for
!
bhi® new magazine, intended that it should be an effort towards
bhA improvement of the arts and sciences in America. The
colonies were becoming sensitive about the criticisms from
abroad. With the open breach between England and America, they
felt it evAn more Intensely. Aitken says that "Every heart and
jiand seems to be engaged in the interesting struggle for America]:.
,
I
I
I \
^ ThA Royal American Magazine, Jun© 1774, p.5.
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Lib-^rty. Till this important point is settled, the pen of the
poet and the hooks of the l-^arned must be in a great measure
neglected.” ^ However, he does intend to publish his magazine
’’unassisted by imported materials.” He would like to have
included discoveries of the curious remains of antiquity which
would lead to the confirmation of historical facts of the rights
and ceremonies of a former age.” ^ However, he states--”A new
settled country can not expect to afford any entertainment of
this kind. We can look no farther back than to the rude
manners and customs of the savage Aboriginies of North America.”
He would be obliged if his correspondent would favor him with
i)
th'^^se
.
For the second issue of the publication, Aitken secured
the services of the famous Thomas Paine at a mu-ch disputed
salary. Smith says that it was twenty-five pounds for a year,
while Richardson insists that it was twice that much.money.
It was Aitken’ s idea to engage Paine to furnish the magazine
with some worthwhile original material. Paine was never the
editor of the magazine in the real sense of the word. He
was merely a contributor paid by the year. Aitken found it
very hard to hold Paine to his contract. Thomas tells of one
instance when Aitken had to go after Paine: ”On'>one of these
[occasions, v;hen Paine had neglected to supply the materials^
1
The Royal American Magazine, January 1775, page 1
^ The Royal American Magazine, January 1775, page 2
5 The Rovdl Ait^riean Magazine, January--l!Z75» page 3 —
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.1
for the Tna?;razine, within a short time of the day of publication
^
Aitken went to his lodgings, and complained of his neglecting to,
II
il
fulfill his contract* Paine heard him patiently, and cooly jl
answered, *You shall have them on time', Aitken expressed
some doubts on the subject, and insisted on Paine* s accompanying
him and proceeding Immediatelv to business, as the workmen were j-
!i
waiting for copy* He accordingly went home with Aitken and was ji
(|
soon seated at a table with the necessary apparatus which always
I
[I
!1
included a glass, and a decanter of brandy* Aitken observed
|
1
'he would never write without that'. The first glass of brandy *
set him thinking, Aitken feared the second would disqualify him |i
j!
or render him intractable; but it only illuminated his great
intellectual system; and when he swallowed the third glads, he
!
wrote with great rapidity, intelligence and precision, and his
|
!
ideas appeared to flow faster than he could commit them to paper*
I
AThat he penned from the inspiration of the brandy was perfectly i
il
fit for the press without any alteration or correction*” ^ |
i!
Paine remained the official editor from the second to the !!
i!
seventeenth issue* His articles are all signed by fictitous
|
I
names, the most common being ”A.B.”* This is found signed to
|
li
pssays, argtirients
,
and poems in great profusion*
In his prosp<^ctus, Aitken announced his intention to exclude:
all articles on religion and politics from the magazine* Howevei*
it was Impossible at such a crucial point in the history of the II
^The History of Printing in America, vol.II, page 48* !
!i
:i
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!l
i|
country, to excludf^ articles tin^^ed with the sentiments of li-
'j
berty. Especially eould this fact be true because Thomas Paine
ij
was the editor. Can you imagine Paine ignoring politics at thlsji
li
time? Why his very heart and soul were wrapped up in the cause
|
I
1
of American libertvl Of the more noted of his articles in the i
I
PENNSYLVANIA MAGAZINE, there is an essay entitled "On Liberty
>
signed by Philo- Liberatus, and ’’The Liberty Tree"* Nianbered Ii
ii
among the other contributors to the publication are the names ;|
of Phyllis wheatly and John Witherspoon. Each issue included .
I
a section devoted to an account of the progress of the War. The!
last issue contained a copy of The Declaration of Independence.
The magazine is Important for its great quantity of original
|
I
I
material. i
I
i
According to Mott, THE UNITED STATES MAGAZINE edited by '
H.H. Brackenridge in December 1774, was probably "The most bril-
liant performance of the whole period." Brackenridge was alresdy
well-known for his wit. He was the author of the first satirlcsl
novel in America. John Witherspoon, President of the College
i|
of New Jersey, also contributed much brilliant satire. Notable
|
among the contributions of this man is a satire of James Rlvlngto n
The methods of the paper were often more sarcastic than subtle*
The one notable disturbance caused by this fact concerned Lee ii
j!
and Brackenridge. It all started by the editor's allusion to
j,
some green breeches concerning which Lee was very sensitive.
;
!
1- A Hlsto'*’y of Am<=»rican Magazines, Mott- page 53 ;
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This started a bicker between THE UNITED STATES MAGAZINE and
THE PENNSYLVANIA ADVERTIZER. j-t ended when Brackenridge calledi
Lee a ’’metamorphopsychosist" . Lee probably stopped the auarrel
because he couldn’t hope to find anything that sounded worse to
say of Brackenridge.
In this magazine Phillip Freneau first comes to the attentli
of literary America. One of his contributions was called "Sylvuj
on the lighter phases of life”. Prom this time on Freneau was
granted a high place in American literature.
THE ITNITED STATES MAGAZINE also was written to show England
that there were some good writers in America. For the Americans
it was intended to be a short cut to culture and learning. The
magazine was discontinued ’’until an established peace and a
fixed value of money shall render it convenient or possible to
2
take it up again.”
The activity in the magazine field naturally felt the effedjjs
of the Revolution. It was impossible to achieve any literary
work while such a problem of intense concern to each one of the
colonists was about to be decided. Hence, we have a lull in the|
history of the magazine until THE BOSTON MGAZINE appears in
January 1785. This was edited by a group of men composed of
Norman, Freeman, ''Vhite, Greenleaf, Eliot and Minot. The period^
cal contains ”a collbectlon of instructive and entertaining esst^iys
1- Th** Pennsylvania Adv^rtizer, March 12, 1779
2- Thf' United States Magazine, June, 1779
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Ln the various branches of useful and polite literature*”^
lence, we have a revival of the purely literary magazine* It also
included ” Foreign and Domestic Occurences, Anecdotes, Observa-
bions on the weather, etc. etc*”^ The magazine contained
1 great deal of original material with some music. A single
Lssue had articles on natural historv, ’’The manner of Praying
iimong the modern Puritans”, light essays, historical anecdotes,
political essays, a continued story from an Historical Novel,
Poetical essays. Foreign and Domestic news, and vital statistical
rhe illustrations are excellent and worthy of preservation
These were the work of Norman* He said that the fact that they
soon disappeared was due to the fact that he was never paid for
them. The rest of the editors asserted that the work was not
suitable for publication; so they discontinued the engravings
until such a time as they could find someone who could do bet to:*
Apparently they found no one, for the engravings never were
continued. The editors one by one dropped out until only Green-
leaf and Freeman were left* With the gradual deterioration of
the publication, Greenleaf tried to withdraw* But Freeman would
neither buy his share in the business nor allow him to sell it
to an outsider* Consequently, Greenleaf turned over his part-
nership to his father and withdrev/ all support from the work.
At the close of the same year. Freeman was forced to acknowledge
his defeat* During the last two years of its existence the "
1- The Boston Maprazine, Oct, 1786
2- Ibid*
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jjeriodical lost its flavor and originality. Prom a magazine
contributed to by such men as Blair, Crevecouer, Greene, Timothy
Dwight, Mather Byles, and others, it became a miscellany of
none too good selection.
The most interesting feature of this magazine is the Geo-
iijraphical Gazeteer compiled as a supplement to the first volume
?his contains invaluable source material for the geography and
history of the tov/ns surrounding Boston.
THE GENTLEMEN AND LADY’S TOWN AND COUNTRY MAGAZINE printed
by Wendon and Barrett came as a pioneer in the field. Heretofore
nhe female members of society had been almost neglected. This
!
ihagazine intended to make a place for them. It particularly
I
;
^sked for their contributions, "The Ladies in particular are
r
|?e Quested to patronize this work by adding the elegant polish
jpf the Feminine pencil, where purity of sentiment and impassioned
|| ^ I
Are happily blended together ”, In this very quotation the
'1
I
'Whole tone of the magazine is implied. It is syruppy to the poiit
i!
jOf being sickish. It is filled with cheap and tawdry sentimen-
^talism. Advice to the Ladies, Rules and Maxims for promoting
patrimony, and moral essays were dominant. It shows the great
[popularity 6f the Eastern and Moral tales. Gothic Romances, and
moral essays. The poetry department is the best for its origin-
ality. Before each article, the note of the contributor appears,
or instance, ”lf you think the follov/ing will meet with the
Th^ G'=»ntl«m<“n and Ladi^.i’ Town and Country Magazine,
May 1784, page 1,
it,
I

-34
approbation of your readers, although an extract, by inserting
1
:Lt, will oblige your friend -- T.E." This was inserted before
fin excerpt taken from a British Magazine.
Hertofore, the Meteorlogical Observations have assiamed rathe
k prominent place in magazine piblications . THE GENTLEMEN AND
IjADY'S town and COUNTRY MAGAZINE promises that "In the room of
:he Meteorlogical Observations, they flatter themselves to
if ford something more agreeable to the general tastes, than the
account of a snow-storm when the sk^^ is serene, or the history
2
3f a Northeaster when the wind is Southeast."
In the October issue, they insert the following: "The
Gentlemen who are in arrears for the Magazine will do an essentia
service to the Publishers by making a speedy payment, etc."
Apparently, the Gentlemen mentioned did not take the hint, for
the publication ceased with the December issue because of the
lack of sufficient funds. The work is significant only as an
index to the popular tastes of the time.
The one issue of THE AMERICAN MONITOR published in Boston
in October 1785, is important for being the first magazine in
America to focus its attention upon commerce. The editor plann«|.
to "make it our constant study!.
*
-if
-x-
-jf to promote commerce."
1- 'Vhe G^ntlem^n and Ladies’ Town and Country Mag.- May 1784, pa
2- ibid, nag'^ 11
3- ibid. Oct. 1784, page i
4- HI etoey American Magazin'=‘s- Mott - page 63.

|Phe publication contained mercantile intelligence of Europe and
America as well as court decisions, and othermatters which might
jpT'ove interesting to the business man* The fact that it had
three pages of advertisements is in itself significant. This
fact alone would certainly make it more of a newspaper then a
magazine* At this time there were practically no advertisements
included in the true magazine form* THE AMERICAN MONITOR was
jforced to discontinue after a single attempt because it had
no larger scope than the daily papers with whom it could not
possibly compete/
In 1789 THE NEW HAVEN GAZETTE AND CONFEC TIGHT MAGAZINE
!|
I
l|
I'
I
II
I'
!l
I
I
appeared* The publishers, Josiah Meigs and Elnathan Dana, were
i
,
inewspaper men* They gave their publication the name of a maga-
i|
Izine to dodge the stamp tax which had been levied on the news- ii
papers* The magazine itself was political in nature* Through
^
i;
|!
ironic use of subtleties and a proficient use of satire, the
jj
editors supported very decided political opinions* They were
!i
ardent exponents of a strong federal constitution, and a stabi-
i
ilization of the financial structures of the new nation* Ells-
j
worth was the chief contributor to the Federalist cause* The il
I!
current disorder of the country was satirized by such able men
jj
i
as Humphreys, Trumbull, and Barlov;, the Hartford Wits* I
i'
This magazine achievesits distinction in that it was the
I!
first publication to poke vigorous fun at the Connecticut Blue
I;
Laws, such as whipping for stealing, fines for kissing, and the
,

Ilike, Timothy Dwight frequently contributed poetry, and Meigs
j
himself as John Littl<=^.iohn, a spectator of life, wrote excellent,'
sketches of the erreat figures in English Literature. The news
was confined to the Historical Chronicle,
j
At the end df the second volume, Dana withdrew. Meigs 1
did his best to continue the publication, but it lost the formerj;
vitality and originality through which it had gained its appeal.;
ii
!,
So at the end of the third year, Meigs was forced to give up
j|
the publication.
1
There was another newspaper publisher in Massachusetts who '
objected to the Stamp Act which imposed duties on Licenced vellu^
!
parchment , and paper. The act levied a tax of 2/3 / on newspaper^
and one pence on almanacs, while it let the magazine go through
scot-free. The Independent Isaiah Thomas, the publisher of
|
THE MASSACHUSETTS SPY ' in Worcester, objected to the injustice i|
of this act. H'^nce, he converted hiS newspaper into the '
WORCESTER MAOAZINE, About the only change that he made in the
;
publication was to stretch the pages from four to sixteen in
number. Its chief interest remained in politics and current i
events. Many articles were continued from THE MASSACHUSETTS
j
SPY. Among these are ’’The History of the Late War in America”
{
il
and another on the Russian Empire, The essays of Tom Taciturn
and The Worcester Speculator are the only literary features of j
!;
the magazine which are worthy of consideration. The people of ij
[that time thought these essays worthy of comparison with THE
Th'' Massachusetts Spy, a newspan^r published by Thomas ^
-6?;-
s'
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SPECTATOR. The poetry was headed ’’Pegasus of ApolloU However,
there were very few of these. It ran only two to six poems
in a single copy.
Mr. Thomas evid^'ntly was up against it when he came to
collect subscriptions. He announces ’’The printer supposes that
|some of his customers in Worcester have forgotten that they are
jin his debt for Newspapers and Maprazines; he, therefore begs
|leave to request they would be so obliging as to make inquiry.
As the Printers wants are many, and money is scarce, especially
.
for the discharge of debts, he will take Indian corn or Wood
in payment if brought within three weeks from the date thereof.”
When the tax was lifted two yehrs later, the magazine re-
sumed the newspaper form.
In February 1787, THE NEV/ JERSEY MAGAZINE or MONTHLY
I
jADVERTIZER was published for the first time in New Brunswick,
I
New Jersey. It was intended to be a substitute for a newspaper.
I
The aim of the publication was ”to inform, improve, and please’^
I
It advertized itself open to suggestions. It soon became the
fore-runner of the ”true confession ” type of magazine, con-
taining sentimental essays, and melancholy love stories--
oft^^n apt to ,run to the sensational. As a literary work, it
had no influence upon the magazine as a form.
The AMERICAN MTJSICAL MAGAZINE was published in New E^ven
Connecticut in 1786. This was the first musical magazine print^.
1- i»h» Worcester Magazine, Oct. 1789, page 1
2- History a>f American Magazines, Mott, page 56.
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in However, in reality, the work is not a magazine
1
1
at all. It was merely the means the editors, Amos Doolittle
|
and Daniel Read, took to market a music book. As they were
j
financially unable to Undertake the publishing of the book all
\
j
at once, they hit upon the magazine as a "pay-as-you-go” scheme.
The work was published in twelve quarto numbers and indicates f
an interest in vocal music, especially in hymns.
ii
The first really successful magazine printed in America
|j
was the AMERICAN MTJSETO. Jean Pierre Brissot said that this
publication was ”eaual to the best periodical contribution in
Europe" which was indeed, high praise. Mathew Carey began the
j
1
'
1
I
work with a bare twenty subscribers. He offered prizes to induo?
i
the better correspondents. This was the first time that corres-|
I
ponents received any reward for their labors other than that of
I
seeing their name in print. Carey intended that the work shouldjj
it
be eclectic. In the Preface, he states- "The work lays little ii
I
or no claim to originality ^ ^ ^ ^ Original writings, how- i;
ever are by no means excluded. He also aimed that the magazinejj
i
should be immrtial politically speaking. However, it does have'
l|
a strong Federalist inclination. Up to 1790, it printed extract^
!i
from the Worcester Speculator, and a great variety of tales.
After that time, it became more original in nature. In 1789
Carey asked Belknap to contribute to the work. These articles
by Belknap are very note-worthy.
1" A Hist, of Early Am®r. Mag.- Richardson- page 132.
2- Am'^rlcan Museum, D'^^c. 1792-pag'“ 1
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The ma^^azine was forced to cease publication in December
L792 because of the new Post Office Act which made no provision
for the trans^rtation of maj^azines.
In December of 1787 Noah Webster published THE AMERICAN
VIAGAZINE, the fourth by this title printed in the eighteenth
century. This was a very significant work, well-done and very
interesting to the general public. It contained ” a miscellaneoiWs
collection of Original and other valuable essays in prose and in
verse, calculated both for instruction and Amusement.’^ The
subscription price amounted to |2.50 a year or twenty-five cents
for a single copy. Webster wanted to make the magazine as orlglilial
and as truly American as possible. Indeed, he advertized that
”The editor is determined to collect as many original essays
as possible; and particularly such as relate to this counrty” !
I This, doubtless came out of the spirit of nationalism of the
j
I
I
I I
! new nation.
Webster was greatly concerned with the failure of the mag-
azine up to this time. He says-*- ’’The expectation of failure
H 3is connected with the verv name of magazine”. He evidently
intended to remedy the situation. His next step was to issue i
I
a warning to all would-be plagiarists telling them that he would,^
prosecute them as far as he was able. Up to this time, the
editing of a magazine had been a comparatively easy task. If
there were not enough original contributiope, the editor cut
1- I'^^^Am'^rlcan ^-'ragazin^, D'®c. 1787, cage 1
3- ibid!
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and clipp^‘d with littla or no discretion from any ma;3;azine that
happened to he near him at the time. These extracts seldom
acknowledged their original source. To Webster, this was an
unspeakable crime. He stoutly pledged himself to do all that
was within his power to do away with this practice.
Among the interesting articles in the periodical, is tlae
'’rare adventure of Tom Brainless, showing what his father said
of him, how he went to college, and what he learned there; liow
he took his degree and went to keeping school, how afterwards
tie became a great man and wore a wig; and how anybc' y else may
do the same,"^ This article has been accredited to the famous
John Trumbull. The Grave Yard Epitaphs brought a new department
bo the magazine. From this time on they are frequently seen*
One of the best of these is:
"Here lies the body of Deacon John Auricular
V/ho in God's ways walked perpendicular
Phis may seem a very morbid interest to you* Hov^ever, when
lone stops to consider the number of cars that are seen even to-
liay outside the little moss-covered burying grounds, it is
easily seen why this particular form should take the public
fancy* Webster was also very much interested in the cause of
education which was beginning to be of primary concern to the
people of that period*
To give some idea of the contents, I will quote the titles
Am'^rican ¥agazin<», Dec. 1787, page 4
>-lhid. pag*” 17

of som-® o th<^ articles included in the first issue of the pub-
lication. Th-^ first was an item on the ’’Graftint^ of Trees".
Apmr**ntly ViJ'“bst'*r hims'^lf knew little of Agriculture, but he
inserted the article to gain the support of the farmers. An
Anecdote of the Duke of Gordon, an Item on the Bill of Rights
and a treatise on the principles of Government and Commerce,
all came within a few pages of each other. A letter on colonial
forts and an extract from Smithes History of Virginia continued
the instructive theme. Jemima Loveleap was apparently inserted t
please the tender females. This is suspected to be the work of
Webster himself, A new and original idea came in with Titus
Blunt’s articles on what the well-dressed man and woman will weal*
To a letter received from Guy Grumblestone grumbling on the trial,
and tribulations of married like, the editor gives the sweet
advice to "look before he leaps" the next time. The Moral Tale
is represented in "Floretta of the Fountains". Each issue con-
tains a goodly amount of poetry most of which is original. The
magazine failed because it was not universal in appeal.
Thw Im C tliodi s t-Episcopal Church was the first religious
sect in America to publish a literary organ of its own creation.
Th“ Bishops Coke and Asbury published THE ARMINIAN MAGAZIllE
in 1789 in Philadelphia. The purpose of the new periodical was
to try to awaken a sense of unity among the scattered groups
of the church. It also helped Bishop Asbury to maintain some
recognition against the overpowering fame of John Wesley. Its
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aim, again, was to disseminatft the knowledge of Arminlus and
to coTTihat the ever-growing Calvinism in America, The chief
service of the publication came in the publishing of the ser-
mons of John Wesley,
The full title of the magazine is THE ARMINIAN MAGAZINE
consisting of extracts and Original Treatises on the General
Redemption”, fhe editors declared that heretofore Calvinistic
doctrine had been widely published in the United States but
’’This magazine maintains that ’God willeth all men to be saved’
”jj.
It preached the d6ctrine of God’s love. The editors believea
that Calvinism was on the decline. Any profits which might
arise from the publication were ”to be applied as the conference
2
may direct^. The pages of the periodical were filled with such
materials as would be indicated by the following titles: ”A
History of the Reformation in the Low Countries", "The Univer sa .
Redemption", "The Synoa of I^art"
,
and twent^r-four sermons of
John Vi/esley, TTie wo'^k was purely of a religious interest.
In 179u, one of the most s uccessful magazines of the
eighteenth century was published in Boston by IsaiahThomas
and Ebenezer Andrews, It was TjtiE MASSACHUSETTS mAGAZiN^. or
The T/onthly Museum of Knowledge and National Entertainment,
Its purpose was chiefly to amuse. Up to this time the subscribe|j«
of magazines were regarded in the light of patrons fostering a
Arrninian Magazine, D^c, 1790- page 1
i:2- ibid.
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a new art. ^'^ow at last the magazine was able to stand upon
its own feet. The result was that THE MASSACHUSETTS MAGAZiMi
was able to live to the ripe old age of eight years*
The publication catered to every class of people; so the
content was highly original and very varied. It contains an
abundance of short stories varying from the sentimental tales
fairy tal-^s, oriental tales, to moral tales, and every other
kind of tales. It is v^ry interesting to see extracts from
Sterne and "Alas I Poor Vorickl"
The periodical is especially to be distinguished for its
essayists. The Dreamer, The -“^abler, and the Reformer all
submitted a series of remarkable light informal essays. The
Babler wrote upon such subjects as love, friendship, "the
dangerous inattention which ladies testify to the morals of
bheir lovers; with an extract from Dr. Fordyce"
,
or, the
’absurdity, nay the Impiety, of many humble supplications to the
Divine Being. Popular character essays were written for the
publication by Benevolus. Noah Webster at this time was trying
:o stir the American public to a spelling consciousness. Well
;hey needed it if one can be allowed to judge even by the maga
-
sines themselves. The new periodical expresses much concern
i)v«r the degeneracy of the language. It even goes so far as
;o list columns of com:^on errors in grammar or diction. The
publication also contains a department on "The Stricture of a
Toung Lady’s Dress."
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In July 1796 at the resignation of Harris, William Bigelow
was S'^lected as editor of the magazine. He had much more dif-
ficulty in securing contributions. Harvard Students seem to be
the only ones upon whom he could rely^ and their contributions
were mostly Latin verse. The magazine gradually grew stale in
tone. It was forced to cease with the December issue of the
same year*
In 1789 a new GEHTLEMEN AND LADIii-S’ TOWN AND GOUNTKY MAGA*
7INE was published by Coverly. This publication is not to be
confused with the publication of that name printed in 1784*
There is no connection between the two* The new magazine was
devoted to "Literature, History, Politics, Arts, Manners, Amuse-
ments, and various other matter”. ^ In the first issue, the
editor^ "sdllicits every Son of Science and Daughter of Genius
to favor him with generous assistance*’*^ To the ladies in parti-
cular he sends his appeal. For "the major part of which (the
magazine itself) will ever be dedicated to their instruction
or amusement."^
The magazine was very poorly executed. There are few
general headings. In the midst of everything else, on page
eight of the first issue, the editor inserts a list of the
prices current in Boston. The entire tone of the magazine is
exceedingly sentimental. From Illustrations of "Conjugal Affectinin
I
bo "Thoughts on Matrimony, or "How to get a Husband", the maga-
zine might be called a fore-runner of LOVE STORY WEEKLY* The
^ The Gentlemen and LAdies* Town and Country Magazine, Feb. 1789
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The poetry is sep;regated under the heading of "Parnassian Blos-
soms". The work itself is certainly insignificant.
THE CHRISTIAN' i, SCHOLAR'S & FARMER'S MAGAZINE, the first
jbimonthly magazine published in America, was first printed with
1
the April-may issue of 1798. It was edited by a number of gentlt-
[1
Tien in Elizabethtown, New Jersey. Shepard Kollock was known to
\
be the publisher and it is suspected that the real editor was
the Reverend David Austin. The aim of the publication was "to
promote religion, to disseminate knowledge, to afford literary
pleasure and to amuse and advance the interests of agriculture.
i
Not a very small order, you must admit. He claims to have made
j
i speciality of public treatises on the arts and sciences. How- '
=iver, one might easily be led to suppose that most of his attentllon
was focussed upon the continued stories and articles. At any
rate by 1789, it is said that the editor carried as many as
hirty-eight serials on such subjects as rhetoric, farming, oratcj:^ y
theology, manners and customs, natural history, the discovery of
America, biology, Greek history, painting, music and the fine art
Gurely this must have been more than a side-line attraction!
15peclal attention was paid to questions on manners and decorum. |
I
Y.n addition, it contained 4-6 pages of poetry and some current '
|
livents. The tone was heavy and learned. !
i
The editors claimed to have abandoned the publishing of the
j
\
|)aper for want of the leisure time in which to continue it. How-
ff" A History of American Magazines- Mott, page 73 j

«ver, I would not be surprised If the real reason for its cessa- i
tion could be found in those very continued articles* How do
,
you feel when you blissfully read along to a ”to-be-continued-
j
In-our-next note? Well, how would you feel if you did this veryj
I
thing thirty-eight times in a single copy of a magazine? I pre- j
I
er to believe that the magazine ceased publication because the '
editors felt it more condusive to longevity to go into retire-
j
mentl At any rate this publication can be remembered as the
!
J'ather, Mother, and Big Brother of the modern continued story*
In 1792 the female members of the nev/ nation tried their
t
ands at the magazine form by publishing THE LADY*S MA(JAZINE&
EPOSITORY OP ENTERTAINING KNOWLEDGE. It was th© combined work j:
I
;>f a literary society* The idea of a woman trying to publish a
j|
[iterary magazine will not strike us as very unusual today. jl
L ‘iTowev^r, we must stop to consider that at this time, women were
][
'I|)ractically beyond the educational pale. The Emma Williard Schooij
li
n New York was not to open its doors until the next century* As|
or colleges for Women--- these were but a dream of the future
n view of these facts. The Literar-'J- Society certainly perfomc d
I
noble work. The women catching the spirit made prevalent by '
he Declaration of Independence, began to demand educational and
1
ntellectual consideration.
The frontispiece of the magazine depicts a woman kneeling
i
I
t the feet of another to whom she is presenting a copy of Th e
ights of Women* A lyre, globe, pallet, some books, and a scroll
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ikre laid in the corner# In the hack-ground another woman is
I
fjoraing forward bearing a laurel wreath with a palm and a horn#
he editors explain the symbolism in this manner: ’’The Genius
i)f TITE lady’s magazine is accompanied by the Genius of Emulation
nrho carries in her hand a laurel crown, approaches Liberty and
meeling presents her with a copy bf THE RIGHTS OP WOMEN”
The magazine is printed with many flourishes and scrolls#
|[t is dedicated to the ’’fair Daughters of Columbia”# The publlsBier s
put it up to the women to add the charm to literature which they
felt that the men had thus far lacked# They are really very subtile
Ln their salesmanship# They said that ’’since it is devoted to tljis
air sex” it is up to every lover of the ladies ”to stand as
r
champion of the magazine#”^ The purpose of the periodical was —
”to please, instruct and entertain the fair.
Shall be our constant, our peculiar care
—
To blend amusement, with instruction bright
And Charm, by mixing profit with delight#” ^
Its motto was stated more briefly,- ’’The mind to Improve and
yet amuse #”^
It is to be noted that the first objection to the continued
article came from the women# Perhaps they are more curious#
Be that as it may, the Literary vSoblety felt that something
1- Th«-' Lady’s Magazine, 1793, page 3
2- ibid nag® 1
3- ibid- cover page
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jijnust b« done about those annoying continued articles. So in order
I bo avoid th*^ suspense and vexation, they decided to publish the 1
jmagazine <=»ver77’ six months, not as a bi-yearly publication. No,
^
Iphey were going to publish the first six numbers in June and the
IL
''
irinal six nuipbers the following December. tn this way, if therei
li li
]vas a continued article, you merely had to reach out your hand
jj
ifor the next number. Surely this was at least a novel solution;
li
The Ladies called upon the females of Philadelphia for their I
||
contributions; for, said the Literary Society, ”The Females of ij
ij
i^hilad^lphia are by no means deficient in those talents which jl
have irmiortallzed the names of a Montague, a Craven, a More, and ij
T
ii
=L Seward In their inimitable writings." The plan to publish a ‘
il
;:iiscellany ^ of entertaining and instructive writings and origin aljl
I
!>=!say3. Dater on, they hoped to include fashionable patterns of
j
:iie»^dle-work for gowns, aprons, and the like.
j
The first issue gives an indication of the popular feminine t
;astes. Apparently, back-seat driving was not unheard of even '
ihen, for every female in Philadelphia wrote a letter to the
|
I,
|!>ociety expressing her views on how the magazine should be run anjt^
1
I
jirhat it should contain. In fact, there were so many requests
jhkt the editors put it before the public, concluding: "After
printing these letters, we have only to say that we shall endeavoj]|»
i’O please all parties at one time or other; but they must see
how impracticable this would be at all times.
1-
Th<^ Lady’s Magazine, May 1793- page 2
2-
ibid
•i2
II
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In reality the maf^zlne Its'^lf contains everything from I:
I
ii
flap-dash stories” to accounts of a salmon leap in Ireland* Th©|
!i
')oetry would wring tears from a rhinoceros. The women were in- !|
fpired with a zeal to rescue the fair sex ’’from obscurity in ii
|hich the timidity of female delicacy would hide itself”.^
Marv Woolstonecraft’s A VINDICATION OF THE RIGHTS OF WOMEN was '
ii.dvertised very prominently. The whole work is significant only
s being the first to be attempted by the women. |j
the nEw HAMPSHIRE JOURNAL or The Farmer’s Museum was published
tn Concord, New Hampshire in November, 1793. The editor was Johnij
)ennie, a lawyer in Concord. This magazine is significant becaus
l.t introduces Joseph Dennie into the magazine world. In the next
itentury, he was to edit the first real critical review in America[*-
!?HE port folio. As to th© merits of the work itself, it containetil
iiL collection of Lay Sermons for which Mr. Dennie was famous. As
isual, the publication failed through the lack of financial
Support.
In 1793, Noah Webster again experimented with the magazine,
his time with THE AMERICAN MINERVA published in New York. It
'fas intended to be ’’The Patroness of Peace, Commerce, and the
2iberal Arts”. It is less literary and very miscellaneous. In
jfact, it was in 'reality a newspaper usurping the work of the
; iagazine. As a pblitical record, its chief function was the
jj
^'’fence of the Jay Treaty. It was also strongly in favor of the ii
1- Th'® Lsdv’s Magazine®, May 1793, page 2
2- A History of American Magazin**s, Mott- page 62
• X
-s
f..
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f«“deral constitution. It later continued as THE COMMERCIAL
jiDVERTIZER
,
a newspaper*
In 1795 there were three literary weeklies started* The fir|
jras THE PHILADELPHIA MINERVA published by W.T. Palmer* This was
L miscellany of old and fugitive pieces. Little else about the
:!iagazine seems to be known* However, in THE POLITICAL C-c^NSOR
’©ter porcupine called it ”a bold and able defender of the Britisj
’r^aty”; so it must have had some political aspirations* In
liLddition to this, Cobbett implies its reliability and likewise
(.ts impartiality.
THE tablet was th® next weekly to appear* This was a misc-
ellaneous paper devoted to the Bpiies Lettres. It aimed to pleas|
:hrough its literary simplicity. There is a very interesting
itomment signed ’’C” in the third number, "c” criticized American
irriters because they did not write of American settings* He
ijidvised all would-be writers to avoid writing of Italian and
urop«an settings with which they were entirely unacquainted*
iTiis magazine was the second attempt on the part of Joseph Denniej
This work contains much more criticism than THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
,rOTJRNAL* These articles of criticism are usually signed ’’Farragoj
^his publication is certainly a more worthy fore-runner of THE
!^RT FOLIO. Indeed, it might even be called the first magazine
)f critical review in America*^
THE POLITICAL CENSOR, or Th® Monthly Review of the Most Int^jji
^sting Political Occhrences relative to the United States of
1- The New York Weekly was the third weekly printed in 1795

Ain<=^rica, was published from 1796-1797 by Peter Porcupine, in reajl
Life the famous (or infamous, according to your political opiniorils)
ii
'Villiam Cobbett. To my mind this is a very significant work-- a
|j
ligh light in the history of eighteenth century magazines. It walji
a real, live, glowing organ. Ev©n to pick up the magazine today '
makes interesting reading. What must it have been to the people
of its own time when most of the other literary offerings v/ere
more suitable for fire kindling than to waste time over I Cobbetl;
Vas a very severe critic with distinct prejudices. However, h© ,i
^x'^'rts a great d-^al of common sense in his choice of material. Qbie
|l
san well imagine how the work must have appealed to the people ofj th
that day when it is of interest to the reader of a century later .i
I
I
The magazine was decidedly anti -Galilean. It was published
j
luring the years of the French ^evolution. Peeling ran high ev4n
In America. The French Revolution meant something to all the i
I
world. There were rumors that French agents were in America trying
i
bo incite sympathy with the cause of the revolutionists. In the
j
!^ay issue Thomas Paine certainly got his just deserts. in a reviW'
Df THE age of R-n-ASOW. Peter Porcupine says that Franklin Bache
Df Philadelphia should be condemned for importing 15,000 copies
of this pamphlet, and for selling them below cost to insure a
wide distribution. This, says Peter, is no doubt due to the fac1|
that Paine got his Deistic ideas from Dr. Franklin, grandfather '!
3f the book-seller. He went on to say-- "Th© grateful young man
should, however, recollect that a vendor of poison will not be ex-
sused because the compound was kneaded, or the receipt for it j;
j
52
i!:iv®n by an ancestor," ^ H« talks of th^ blasphemous pamphleb ”
of ”mad Tom”. In speaking of the AGE OF REASON, Cobbett says-
„
i
’ As to the work itself, it cannot be better described than by
saying it is as stupid and despicable as its author”^ Peter
accuses Paine of having left America ”to bask in the rays of
the French Revolution”, because America was becoming too civil-
ized for the revolutionist. He thought Paine could not be held
fully accountable for the publication, for he says ”The Second
part of THE AGE OF R-i^ASON, h© wrote for a living, and the first
•Z
I
Part he wrote for his life,” What he neglected to mention to
j
bhe complete destruction of the man is added in an epitaph by a
jontributor. Poor Tom Paine was certainly drawn and quartered
in this magazine. Not that Porcupine was through with him yet.
No, in fact he had scarcely begun. The September issue of the
magazine includ'='s a ’’Life of Tom Paine interspersed with Remarks
and Reflections”, This brings in the scandals of Paine’s marriec
life and his dismissal as an officer of the exises. It conclude!!-
He has done all the mischief that he can in the world, and wheth<
his carcass is at last to be suffered to rot on the earth, or t(
>
be dried in the air, is of little consequence,” ’’Like Judas, he
Iwill be remembered by posterity; men will learn to express all
that Is base, malignant, treacherous, unnatural, and blasphemous
i
y|
Iby the single monosyllable of Paine”^ As a final touch, ’
i
1- The Political Censor, May 1796, page 196,
1
2- The Political Censor, Ma 7r 1796, page 196,
3- Ibid, page 203
4- The Political Censor, September 1796, page 49,
r
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in his will Porcupine bequeathed to Paine ”a strong hempex
.
3ollar as the only lefracy I can think of that is worthy of him.”
ie urged his ^x'^cutors to send this to Paine without delay "that
the national razor may not b'^ disgraced by the head of such a
monster I ” So falieth Tom Paine, The situation becomes some-
what of a paradox when we remember that it was this v^ry man,
'Villiam Cobbett who later had the body of Tom Paine carried
over to England with all pomp and spl®ndor, hailing him as a
great national hero,
Muhlenburg, a United States representative was another vict^
bf the violent pen of Peter Porcupine, Muhlenburg was so dead-se
against the adoption of the Jay Treaty that he drew up a paper viti
:he leading citizens of Philadelphia, asking the President not tc
ratify the treaty. Then what did he do but vote for the bill
iiimseif. Porcupine attributes this sudden about-face to "some
i.nvisibie powers".^ Then, said Pete, the next day Muhlenburg
roted for a preamble that said the treaty was "highly objection-
ible and that it might prove injurious to the United States."
Porcupine said that Muhlenburg "tacks with ten times the ceierily
:>f an Indian on the top of his sugar-house” ,3 In his will, he
.eaves the politician a statue of Janus.
John Swanswick of Philadelphia was the next man to walk the
plank. Swanswick had had a poem published in the gEnTLEj/iAN’S
'lIAGAZIN-^ of Jun® 1795. peter Porcupine gives his estimation of
1- The Political Censor, May 1796, page 175
2^ ibid, page 176
3- Th^ Politi c?9l C ensor,
.
.TflniiflT»y 17Q7, p»ge
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th'* poem. It is a good criticism based on sub ject-ma tt'^r
,
theme,
diction, m<»tei», and general impressions. He finally concludes
that the po'=‘m is ’’one line of rhyme and the other of nonsense".
Much of the magazine is d'^vot'^d to propaganda against the
c’r^nch. He cond'^mns France for not paying her two million dollaif
war d^bt. This, apparently, is not such a new question as we ha^’e
been led to beli-^ve , He furth-^r cites instances of people being
paid to “x-^rt French sympathies. In one issue he discusses "in-
solent and Seditious Votes communicated to the people of the
United States by the French Minister Adet" In his will, Peter
Porcupine leaves to the People of the United States an everlastiijijg
hatred of the French Revolutionists and their destructive and
abominable purposes,
Cobbett’s life became a problem of constant defence, not onlj.
of his reputation, but also of his very life. Indeed, he re-
ceived over forty lett"“r3 threatening his life by all means
ranging from butcher-knives to cannon. Finally, he decided that
life was becoming far too complicated; so he issued his last wil^
and testament and thus concluded THF POLITICAL CFnsOR.
Cobbett himself was bound heart and soul in each moment"
undertaking. He was a strong-willed individual as he himself
admits freely,-. ”i also beg leave to hint to those who would
give me advice which they wish that I should follow, not to do
it in too dictorial style, for if I may have good qualities,
^"The Political Censor, November 1797, page 68,
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ll 1docility, I am afraid, is not to nuinb'=‘r'“d amongst th^.
Th's n^xt magazin<=‘ published that was of any significance
was TH^ AMERICAN UNIVji.RSAL MAGAZINo:. published in Philadelphia
in the same y<“ar. This was chiefly eclectic in nature. The
first issue contains an article written to th^ editors "on the
Advantages of Periodical Publications". It condemns the periodic
I
cals for publishing materials that are inferior or even harmful.
"What sl'^nder abilities are employed in the compilation of some,j
I
what prejudice is displayed in the conduct of others, what fac- '
tious and despotic principles ar^ diss-^minated in the conduct (f
thers."^ The possibilities of the periodical publication are
j
i
to him boundless in their benefits. "Thus to the philosophic !
;
I
jeye^ the periodical labours of character undignified by literat*
j
' t
I
j
ture appear capable of more beneficial consequences, than the '
I
j
[abilities of a Plato, a Socrates, or a Johnson."^ !
The object of the magazine was to "inculcate sound moraliV
|
and dispel the mists of prejudice",'^ -doweyer, the readers migh'j:
“asily have suggested that he had a moat in his own , The
[tale of Cardinal Alberoni certainly was too great a stretch for
his morality. No'" could any one say that it was designed " to
iispel the mists of prejudice," In truth, the whole thing 'probaji;
had some basis of truth, but obviously as it stands it contradiqb
s
Itself in a dozen different ways. Whatever the intention of the
j
The Political Censor- November 1797, page 63
j
2- The American Universl Magazine January 1797, page 6.
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of the periodical, it certainly was not very tolerant.
j
Interspersed between the theological treatises v;ere fre-
quent epigrams. For instance,
i
"Whil«» you, great George, for knowledge hunt
And sharp conductors change, for Blunt
The empire’s out of joint;
And all your thunder heedless views.
By sticking to the point.
It was customary to include in each issu<^ either a report
of the proceedings of the House of Representatives or an account
of the Senate. It was suggested by some of the subscribers
Ibhat these reports are very dull, and that the space might be
used to better advantage. The editors put it up to the general
vote.
One of the most interesting questions that was raised came I
I
Ln an essay by the Enquirer entitled ”ls is desirable that th©
state should interfere in the education of youth?” This queslioii
apparently began in the founding of the nation and not in the
Teachers’ Oath Bill after all. The Enquirer decided that the
state should only provide the means, for ”it may sometimes happ€
in the election of superintendents or preceptors, that the
It 2 ^political interests may clash with those of the institution,
j
Lik‘“wise, it cited the situation in England, "In the English
Universities, with all due respect to those ancient and venerab],
1- The American Universal Magazine, March 1797, page 63
2- ibid, page 78,
n
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institutions, it ri»inark<?d th^ mischievous effects of national
I
interference in education ar® but too visible,”^ It is.onost i
'i
interesting to see how little the stand of the educated has j
|l
changed on this point, .1
l|
I
I
The magazine also contains much propaganda for the abolitioii
pf slavery, from the announcements of meetings to articles and ij
I
I
istori«“s for this purpose. The poetry contributions come under thje
beading of Poetical Effusions. These consisted principally of
branslatlons from Horace, The rest of the magazine included
]noral and oriental tales, serious and ponderous articles, and
Anecdotes. It was not the policy of the editors to include
any articles dealing v/ith politics. In fact they turned down
ijome contributions thus, -"We have received several communications
on political subjects; none of these, hov/eyer, w© may acknowledge
i
Jh^ir merits, can app'^ar, as we have determined to publish nothing
connected with local politics or party spirit,” ^ The magazire
!.asted for about one year. It failed through the lack of financil^l
support,
THE NEW YORK MAGAZINE was published in 1789-97. It was one
^f the thre^ long-lived magazines of th© eighteenth century. It
|j
as intended to be ”an Entertaining magazine and a copious Reposilr
il
l;ory of Useful and Interesting matter.”^ It might well be dis- 1|
|!
inguish^d for its informal essayists, Philoblicus, Juvenis, The!
1- fphe Am'^rical Universal Magazin'^ March 1797, page 79
2- Ibid, page i
3- ^he New York Magazine, Preface, volume II,
I
I
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•Scf’ibbl«=^r, Th^ Club, Th*' Dron^*, Th^ Misc'^llanist, and others
mad® many and varied contributions in this fi'=‘ld,
How^^v^r, th^ main importancf' of this maecazino is the new
1
intar^^st manifested in the theatre. In many numbers there is
included a list of plays being given in New York with comments
on each one of them. These are apt to be a little partial to
the actors. The editors themselves state that ”our design in
undertaking this publication has been two-fold generally to
convey information to our fellow performers on the stage,” 1
j
,
However, in spite of this one-sided opinion, the criticism itse]
was a big step ahead for the magazine.
The American sense of humor seems to have improved since th
Dirth of the new nation. Perhaps it was the English connection
that made the jokes in former magazines such a wrestling match
between fantasy and common sense, I have not included any of
f
e
I these earlier specimens because they are really too pathetic.
' However, here are two ’’anecdotes” taken from the New York
Magazine
,
”A dissipated spend- thrift, who was dependent upon his
grandfather being reproached by a lady for being a rake, replied.
*You mistake the matter. Madam, my grandfather is the rake, I
am only a pitch-fork! ” ^
And another ona
—
”Ah, Honey! ( said an Irishman to his friend one day), pr&j
1- The New York Magazine, volume IV, page 586.
2- The N©w York Magazine 1793, February, page 72.

can you l^nd t^n p'='nc^?-- "Ho, ind-i^od I can’t (r’^^plied Patty)
i[
for I have no more nor four pence,” "Well (returned the other)
j
i
yive me that and then you’ll owe me sixpence," 1
(1
These are samples of a fairly good early joke. You see there
is still quit® a long road to travel between THE N-CiW YORK MAGA-
||
ZINE and THE NEW YORKER,
I I!
I
This publication was able to boast of such illustrious
jj
subscribers as George Washington, John Adams, Mathew ^arey,
|j
!
H
I
Thomas Greenleaf, Jam'^s Humphreys, John Jay, Edward Livingston,
jj
j
and many others of lesser importance. It was quite a well-knowij,
' magazine of its time. However, it was never a financial success!
! i'
even in its very beginning. If it had not been for the support«^!rs
i
it would never have continued for the eight years of its existeijijce
,
i
i[
!' The magazine was forced to acknowledge its defaat in 1797 becaael
i
of the vast number of competitors that had now sprung into the I
field.
i
I
I, Prom January to June in 1797, Phillip Freneau published
;
^
I
'
i| THE Tllvto Plii^CE AND LITERARY COMPANION as a tri-weekly in New
|
I
I
I York. Little ©Ise seems to be known about the magazine. It is
|j
I
not mentioned in his biographies; so I presume that it was not
j
M considered of any importance. We mention it here because the
j
I
!i
nam“ of Freneau entitles any work to some consideration.
'I
I
THE MONTHLY MAGAZINE AND AMERICAN RiiVIEW was the firsy i
ij
'! critical review to be attempted in America. This publication
i
1- The New York Magazine, February 1793, page 72. m
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^nifao^d tt rtoi-tn^xn ®VV . ^crradT.oqcrtl ^rrs 'io bT'‘'f'£:X^'tOG
,ncitis*i<='i:; Isnco .^mop.^oJ >f*iow y/'jj a*'*Xtitn*? Jc *^rerr
X-anXl orft' aew waXV^H WA0 If;a:vl/; aifA ^.JfirAr-AY yjTTTi50M aflT.
rrciXnaxXd/jrj; p.IfPT .ooin*'j**tA ni £®3qr;‘=' ^'j o>t w®Xv<''i ijeoXtlno
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was edited by famous Charles Brockd^n Brown. Onp of the
most interesting articles in the magazine was a treatise
”0n the State of American Literature". He attributes the cur-
!
rent superficiality of American Literature to five different
I
sources:
1- America is bound up in a struggle for wealth. There is toci
little attention being paid to th'^ arts.
2- There are too many colleges in the United States. It woulc
b<“ impossible to hav<=> them all so well endowed that they would
I not be troubled with monetary considerations. calls some
of the colleges "diploma manufacturies” • He suggests a unifoi^n
I
reouirement for the A.B. d'^gree,
3- There are go few learned men that it is possibie^for <“ven
average men to gain recognition in the field literature,
4- Literary distinction brings little reward of its ovm. It
s-»mms almost a custom for the successful authors to die in
dire poverty.
5- Even in this period of history, books were a rarity.
Brown hoped that "the establishment of the magazine would
materially subserve the lnter'“sts of letters and science in
Am'=‘rica" ?•
Th^ section which was devoted to reviews included for the most
part selections from the daily papers. The AMERICAN GAZ-c^Ti^i^R
,
'•HE NEW YORK TRIBUNE, THE NEW JERSEY NAVAL GAZETTE, and many
' 1- The Monthly Magazine and American Review
j
I
’
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othftrs r-^pr'^sented.
Th« work was later continued under the name of THFl AMERICA!
R'^VI'^W AND literary JOURNAL, This article by Brov/n is certainl:r
an excellent conclusion to the magazine history of the eighteen' h
!
century. He has enumerated the obstacles which faced the eraly!
I
editors and publishers. He has explained why this literary fonj,
was so slow in its development. Lastly, he has set a new stan-
dard for magazine editors both in his familiar essays and in
the new field of literary criticism.
Hence, we have watched the American magazine through its
birth and infancy. We have watched it gradually disentangle
itself from other literary forms of the period. At last, at th^
end of its ’first fifty years of existence, it is fairly well
established and is already exciting a great deal of interest
smons both the Am-^rican public and the literary world.
• \ •P i
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I jC'*'' Jri'**? "'‘'•Or *^*1 ^
“io ^'.'.cr: ^di ’T'-rYfi; J r;fi ’dnoo 4‘tcv.' •^ifT
ftwo-ra yu ^loXXids oicT' .JAK^^Tw YffA I'^TJ QHA \V"lvn:
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!-.rt*,xJa w^rr jg ;ri^P asr^ sn' i vldaaj . bXI ciX ’-vela op. a hv?
I
ri' ;,.na eyBGR-» p.Xd ai d^od s:-[oi 11'^ oflisey^.^nr nol
.rag f oAx Jl'To y‘iB‘i*»^lX lo br^XTt ‘V'^ft ‘'rfd
Rd-j. ^f^jJJc ‘'Offer "trisr^Bra -^nef £«.rrciBw ‘^verf ^oon^P
«I^otJ3 ^f£‘=‘p v;XX»i/bg‘i?5 ‘fi UBrfod'sw ^vrn' '^'iV .ronslnl ban
\
>r{-t :isi ttA .boXi^q "'rfj ‘to araocl y'iB‘;‘'cfXX
iXow yl'tiB'' lit di , -'on*''d gXx"^ lo an^By ydlXl tfeTXt s7i; to bn"*
dsBiaetriX "io Xi{‘=>b b y^^xiXox®' ei bire D^rfa iI<J6da«
.bX^cw "’lie! fcnB rjiXcfoq riBO^ "r'^'raA ^dd ri^erf .^rrorap
CONCLUSION
Thus, from th« for^-^^oing th<®si3 we see that the magazine
.n America in the eighteenth century had not as yet secured a
[‘ixed foothold in the field of literature. The history of the
(ievelopment of the form in this period is the story of one fail-
lire after another. Th<» obvious question which will occur to the |1
ji
reader is, then -- of what value are the magazines of this period*'
!|
jind what contribution did they make to the field of literature? |i
li
.1
p’rom the point of view of the general reader, I would say '
r
:hat the chief value of these magazines to people of the twentieth
century lies in the picture of social conduct, manners, and customs
i
cf the people who really built America, The contributors to thes|
early magazines wrote for the pure love of writing, of things
ii'hich they felt would be of interest to the people of growing
jim^rica. We follow the various wars through their courses as
^ews-- not history. Social movem'^nts become a vital concern,
eetings of organized r<=form are announced. We become co-existor$
ii
n this period so important to American democracy. To study the
!
history of the period in the most inoffensive and entertaining
|j
ranner possible,/! would certainly recommend the reading of these ii
flarly magazines. i'
Aside from these sociological reasons, in the study of the i
evelopment of the magazine, the early writers in America are at
||
ast given some consideration. In the study of literature Americil
I
has always looked across the Atlantic, leaving the study of its Ij
!
(jwn literature to a much later date, or, as in most cases, omitting
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—it '•ntir^ly. \¥hil'^ we certainly will agrae that a back-ground
of 'English Litaratur^^ is assent ial, w*=^ must not disregard the
) fact that America diej produce some writers worthy of considera-
tion, both in the past, and in the present, and certainly is
at last prepar^^d to produce a work truly American and truly
artistic. Because there is, comparatively speaking, so little
material written on American Literutuie, it is possible to read
the works of these early writers without any previous bias. We
can watch their progress in technique and form from magazine to
|
magazine. In the next century the magazine was to grow more an<
more important, until at the present time it is considered a
d'^finite contribution from the American people to the field of
literature
,
To watch the progress ox literature in America is like
watchins a seed planted in the early spring. Its progress is
j
gradual. In this early period there was a mere cracking of the
|
I
se<*d to 2 Jut the small tender roots. Through the nineteenth
c-^ntury its growth was fostered and nourished by greater hands;
until now the plant is ready to send out its first wonderful
blossom which will be the prid® not onl^r of those who cared for
it through the toilsome years, but of the neighbors, friends,
and of the great men who are to come.
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LIST OF MAGAZINES PRINTED 1741-1799
1741
Jan,- AMERICAN MAGAZINE or Monthly View of th« Political
I
State of the British Colonies - March 1741
! Jan*- GENERAL MAGAZINE and Historical Chronicle for all
' the British Plantations in America - June 1741
I
1743
March 2- Boston Weekly - March 16,1743
March 5- CHRISTIAN HISTORY- February 23, 1743
j
September- AM^^RICAN MAGAZIN-^ and Historical Chronicle
' Nov. 30- INDEPENDENT REFLECTOR
1753
Sept.7- OCCASIONAL REVERBERATOR
1755
i
March 6- THE INSTRUCTOR- May 8, 1755
I
April 9- JOHN ENGLISHMAN- July 5, 1755
1757
October- AMERICAN MAGAZINi^ AND MONTHLY CHRONICLE
}
1758
January- THE NEW AMERICAN MAGAZINE- March 1760
Auenist- THE NEW ENGLAND MAGAZINE- undated
1764
Ein Geistliches Magazien, Oder; ans der Schatzen der
Shrifft/rehehrten zum Himelriech gelehrt, dargerlichtes
I
Altor und Neues- 1770-1772
I /
1769
AMERICAN MAGAZINE or General Repository- Sept. 1769
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1771
Nov. 23- censor- May 2, 1772
ROYAL SPIRITUAL MAGAZINJi-;^ no date
1775
January- THE PENNSYLVANIA
1779
January- THE UNITED STATES MGAZINE
1783
1784
1785
October- BOSTON MAGAZINE- Oct 1786
May- GENTLEMEN AND LADY'S TOWN AND COUNTRY MAGAZINE- Dec. 1784
L787
October- AMERICAN MONITOR- on® issu<5 only
F^b. 16- THE NEW HAVEN GAZETTE AND CONNECTICUT MAGAZINE
June 18, 1789
April- THE WORCi^STER MAGAZINj^- March 1788
September- THE COLUMBIAN MAGAZINE- later
THE UNIVERSAL ASYLUM' & COLUMBIAN MAGAZINii- Dec
Deceiftber- NEW Ji^-RSEY MAGAZINE- Feb. 1787
AMERICAN MUSICAL MAGAZINE - 1786
I
I
I
I'SB
January- AMERICAN MUSEUM- Dec. 1792
December- AMERiCi^iM MAGAZINJ^- Nov. 1788
January- THE ARMINIAN MAGAZINE- Dec. 1790
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:January- THE CHILDREN’S MAGAZINE- March 1789
January- THE MASSACHUSETTS MAGAZINE- Dec. 1796
February- GENTLEMEN AND LADIES’ TOWN AND COUNTliIY MAGAZINE.
August 1790
April- THE CHRISTIANS’, SCHOMRS’, & FARMERS’ MAGAZINE
March 1791
April 23- COURIER DE BOSTON, AFFICHES, ANNONCES, ET AVIS
October 15, 1789
L790
January- THE NEW YORK MAGAZINE - Dec. 1797
1792
I
January 6, THE AMERICAN APOLLO- Sept. 28, 1792
June- THE LADY’S MAGAZINE.- May 1793
1793
January- THE COLUMBIAN MUSEUM- one number
April 11- THE Ni^W HAMPSHIRE JOURNAL: or Farmers* Weekly
Museum- Oct. 15, 1810
Juno- THE FREE UNIVERSE MAGAZINE- 1794
June- THE NEW HAMPSHIRE MAGAZINE- Nov. 1793
December-9- THE AMERICAN MIN^^^RVA- Oct, 2, 1797
jl794
I April- MONTHLY MISCELTANY & VERMONT MAGAZINE- Sept. 1794
Apr*il-UNITED STATES MAGAZINE - August 1794
1795
January- THE AMERICAN MONTHLY RiiVIEW- Dec 1795
January- RURAL MAGAZINE- Dec. 1796
Febrary 7- PHILADELPHIA MINERVA- July 7, 1798
May 9- THE TABLET- August 11, 1795
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JulT 1- THE NEW YORK WEiiKLY MAGAZINE- later
THE SENTIMENTAL & LITERARY MAGAZINE- Aug. 23, 1797
July- THE THEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE- Feb. 1799
Feb. 2- THE NEW STAR- on© issue only
March- PROSPECTS FROM A CONGR^-SS GALL^^RY later
THE POLITICAL CENSOR- March 1797
May- THE EXPERIENCED CHRISTIANS’ MAGAZINE- April 1797
May 10- THE NIGHTINGALE- July 30, 1796
June- THE LONG ISLAND MAGAZINE- one issue only
August- LADY’S AND GENTLEMEN’S POCKET MAGAZINE- Nov. 1796
MONTHLY MILITARY REPOSITORY- 1797
THE UNITED STATES CHRISTIAN’S MAGAZINE- 1796
L797
January- THE LITERARY MUSEUM- June 1797
THE METHODIST MAGAZINE- August 1798
THE SOUTH CAROLINA MUSEUM- July 1798
THE WEEKLY MUSEUM- Feb. 1797
January 1- THE REMEMBRANCr^R- Feb. 1797
January 2- THE AMERICAN UNIVERSAL MAGAZINE- March 7, 1798
March 13- TIME PIECE; AND LITERARY COMPANION- August 30,
April 11- THE NEW STAR- Oct. 3, 1797
July- THE MEDICAL REPOSITORY- 1824- no date
July- THE New HAMPSHIRE AND VERMONT MAGAZINE- Oct. 1797
July 3- THE AMERICAN MORAL & SENTIMENTAL MAGAZINE- May 21
1798
,
1798
f/v
January- THE THi^SPIAN ORACLE- one issue only
January 13- THE KEY- July 14, 1798
February 3- THi^ WEi^KLY MAGAZINE- June, 1799
February 17- THi:^ RURAL MAGAZINE- Feb. 9, 1799
April 7- THE RELIGIOUS MONITOR- Sept. 22, 1798
May 12- THE HUMMING BIRD- June 9, 1798
June- THE GENERAL MAGAZINE AND IMPARTIAL REVIEW- August 17^8
July 14- DESSERT TO THE TRUE AMERICAN- Aug. 19, 1799
October 1- SCOURGE OP THE ARISTOCRACY or A Republican
Magazine- Dec. 15, 1798
CHRISTIAN MONITOR-J^ 1799
January- THE PHILADii-LPHIA MAGAZINJ^- & IMPARTIAL Ri^VIi^-W
June 1799
April- T^H^ MONTHLY MAGAZINE & AMERICAN REVIEW- Dec. 1800
Junel- THi^ NATIONAL MAGAZINE- 1800
1
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A HISTORY OP AMERICAN MAGAZINii-S 1741-1850
Frank Luther* Mott
D, Appleton and Company
New York, 1930
A HISTORY OF EARLY AMiiRICAN MAGAZINi^S 1741-1789
Lyon N. Richardson, Ph.D*
Thomas Nolson and Sons
New York, 1931
THF HISTORY OF PRINTING IN AMERICA, I & II
!
Is6lah Thomas
Thomas
j
Worcester, Massachusetts, 1810, 1847
!
THE PHILADELPHIA MAGAZINES AND THEIR CONTRIBUTORS 1741-1850
1 Albert Smythe
Philadelphia, 1910
I MAGAZINES
THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE, a Monthly Chronicle for the British
colonies in America, Oct. 1757- Oct 1758
Philadelphia
the AMiiRICAN MAGAZIl^, Dec. 1787-Nov 1788
Loudon
New York
THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE or General Repository
W.&T. Bradford
Philadelphia
May- September 1769
the AM-i^RICAN MAGAZINE and Historical Chronicle
Ros:e-r» and Fowle
Boston
Sept. -Dec 1746
THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE and Monthly Chronicle
WA;T BRadford
Philadelphia
Nov. 5, 1767, March 11, April 19, June 22, 1768
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the AMERICAN MIJSETJM
Mathew Carey
Philad«*lphia
1789-92, 98
THE AMERICAN UNIVERSAL
Philadelphia
Jan. 2- Nov. 15, 1797
THE ARMINIAN MAGAZINE
Prichard
Philadelphia
1789-1790
THE BOSTON MAGAZINE
Norman and v/hite
Boston
1783-1786
THE CENSOR
Russell
Boston
Nov. 23, 1771-May 2, 1772
THE CHRISTIAN HISTORY
!
S. Kne^land and T. Gre»n
I
Boston
I
March 5, 1743-Peb.23, 1744-45
ITHE general magazine AND HISTORICAL CHRONICLE FOR ALL THE
I
BRITISH PLANTATIONS IN AMERICA
I
Benjamin Eranklin
Philadelphia
I
Jan, Peb. 1741
!
''the GENTLeMii-N AND LADIES TOWN AND COUNTRY MAGAZINE
i Covarly
' Boston
j
Reb. 1789
!
THE GENTLEMEN AND LADY’S TOWN AND COUNTRY MAGAZINE
Coverly
new york
Au^. 1790
!thE INDEPENDENT REFLECTOR
Parker
New York
Jan. 11-May 17- June 21- July 5, 1753

THE LADY’S MAGAZINE
A Llt<='rai*y Society
Philadelphia
Vol.I
THE MASSACHUSETTS MAGAZINE
Freeman and Greenleaf
Boston
I
Dec. 1796- vol I
THE NEW AMERICAN MAGAZINE
:
Parker
i
Woodhridfre, New Jersey
Jan. 1758- May 1759
THE NEW ENGLAND MAGAZINE OF KNOWLEDGE AND PLEASURE
i
Mecom
Boston
no. 2
'THE NEW YORK MAGAZINE
j
New York
Vol. I, II, III, and IV.
THE PENNSYLVANIA MAGAZINE
Aitken
Phi lade |bphia
1775- vol.
I
THE POLITICAL CENSOR
Cobhett
Philaaelphia
March 1796-1797
THE PROSPECTS PROM A CONGRESS GALLERY
Cobbett
Philadelphia
Dec. 17, 1795
the royal AMERICAN MAGAZINE
Thoma s
Worcester, Massachusetts
January 1774- March 1775
THE TABLET
Boston
1795- vol.
THE WORCESTER MAGAZINE
‘
Thoma s
I
Worcester, Massachusetts
: vnl.T, and IT.





